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ABSTRACT
Changing land-cover in the tropics is a central issue in global change research. TNs
dissertation used Landsat-TM data to examine processes of land-use and land-cover changes
for a lowland tropical site in Sarapiquf. Costa Rica. Performances of selected imageprocessing meUiods to detect and identify land-cover cfianges were evaluated.
A land-cover time-series from 1960 to 1996 for ttie site was generated using maps
derived from aerial ptiotograptis and Landsat-TM classifications. Ctianges in land-cover from
1986 to 1996 were evaluated using standard larxfscape indices, and interpreted in terms of
ttieir historical context Dominant changes in the site during this decade included ttie Ixeakup
of extensive catHe randies for large-scale plantation enterprises and small-scale farming.
Colonization processes, improvements in access, and changes in export marfcets were
identified as ttie mayor driving forces of ctiange.
Evaluation of ctiange-detection mettiods revealed ttiat postdassification comparison
performed significantly tietterttian image differendng algorittvns. Image differendng using
mid-infrared bands performed the best of the cffferendng algorithms tested. Selection of a
suitable ctiange-detection method can tie aided through'examination of ttie individual tiand
statistics for ttie specific area and problem in question. Ttie univariate band dfiferendng
technique tias potential for identification of ‘tiot spots’ of ctiange using Landsat-TM data.
Spatial pattem-recognition techniques to ctiaraderize complexity of Landsat-TM data
were evaluated. Fractal dimension calculated using ttie triangular prism surface area mettiod,
and Moran’s I index of spatial autocorrelation, dearly distinguished different land-cover types.
Shannon’s diversity indec and ttie contagion metric were not fourxf to tie useful in
ctiaraderizing ttie images. Ttie use of fractal dimension, in cory'undion with standard nonspatial descriptive tiand statistics, are seen as tiaving great potential in characterizing
undassified remotely sensed data tiased on differences in land-covertypes. Ttiese statistics
could be furttier developed for rapid environmental monitoring.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
LAND-USE AND LAND-COVER CHANGE
In a world of continued expanding population, ttie ctianging global environment is
recognized as a mg^orconcern for many earth and atmosptieric scientists, politicians,
development agencies, conservation organzations, and land management agencies.
Aittiough Earth has undergone continuous and sometimes drastic environmental ctiange
throughout its tiistory, ttie impacts of changes as a result of human activities are significant
because of ttieir pervasive and continuous nature, and ttie accelerated rate atvutiich ttiey
occur. The three main drivers of global change recognized by ttie International GeosptiereBiosptiere Program (IGBP) are ctianges in land-use, atmosptieric composition and structure,
and climate (Walker and Steffen 1996). Of ttiese three fbrces, land-use and land-cover
change (LUCC) currently, and for ttie next several decades, represents possibly the most
important (Vitousek 1992), and is ttie focus of this dissertation.
LancAcover refers to the physical and biotic materials present on the Earth’s surface;
land-use describes the human uses to which ttie land surface is put Land-use and land-cover
are inextricably linked: land-cover today is determined primarily by the human activities ttiat
make use of ttie physical and tiiotic character of ttie land, and in turn ttie physical and biotic
conditions affect and determine potential land-uses (Meyer and Turner 1992; Turner, Moss,
and Skde 1993). Land-use and land-cover change (LUCC) is a term that recognizes ttie
connections and feedtiack mectianisms between ttie ptiysical (land-cover) and social (landuse) aspects of human-induced terrestrial environmental ctiange (Turner, Moss, and Skole
1993). The glotial effects of LUCC derive from i) ttie cumulative effect of widespread local and
regional changes, and ii) ttie alteration of local systems ttiat feed into glotial systems (Meyer
and Turner 1992; Turner and Meyer 1991; Vitousek 1992).
LUCC plays an important role as a driver of global environmental ctiange through
altering the functioning of terrestrial ecosystems. The proximate causes of LUCC include
activities that convert, mortify, or maintain land-cover, such as deforestatkxi, selective logging.
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or the application of fertiltzers to maintain productivity (Turner. Moss, and Skde 1993). The
resulting changes in blogeoctiemicai and hydrological cycles, biodiversity, climate, and other
systems, can ultimately lead to problems such as desertification, land degradation, and
reduced agricultural production, in addition to altering organic cartxm and greenhouse gas
fluxes.
LAND-USE AND LAND-COVER CHANGE IN THE TROPICS
Increasing human population in the tropics continues to promote rapid changes in
land-use and land-cover—by the year2000 it is estimated that almost half tire world's
population will reside in the tropics. The rapkfty at which land-use and land-cover changes
occur in the tropics prevents gradual adjustment of natural and social systems to changing
conditions, thereby intensifying the impact oftfre changes.
Deforestation remains the key element of LUCC in the tropics (Houghton 1994;
McGuffie et al. 1995; Myers 1993; Paiublnskas et al. 1995). Data compiled by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of tfie United Nations (FAG) and interpreted try Whitmore (1997),
demonstrate that between 1981 a id 1990 there was an annual loss of natural tropical forests
worldwide of 15.4 million hectares, at an annual rate of 0.81% of ttie 1980 forest extent (TatWe
1.1). Almost half of ttWs deforestation occurred in the Americas (Wtiitmore 1997). An
additional 5.6 million hectares of tropical forests were altered by logging activities during the
same period (Wtiitmore 1997).
Tropicai forests are cleared or mortified primarily for logging, cattle ranctvng, shifted'
cultivation, and permanent agrirxjitural activities (Dale et al. 1993; Malingreau and Tucker
1988; Myers 1993; Singh 1986). Ttiese proximate causes of deforestation and alteration of
forests vary geographically, although shifted cultivation is wirfespread and tias tieen identitied
as ttie primary proximate cause of tropicai deforestation worldwide (Myers 1994). Rapid
conversion of forests for cattle pastures has tieen associated primarily with Central American

' Shifted cultivators are descritied as small scale farmers. wtx> were landless or ottierwise
displaced from ttieir original homes, and wtw migrated to tropical forest areas (Myers 1994).
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Table 1.1. Global « le n t and annual rates of deforestation of natural tropfcaHbreate
Area of forest in 1990
(millions ha)

Total forest loss
1981-1990
(miMiOnsha)
Africa
41
527 (30%)
39
Asia
311 (18%)
74
America
918 (52%)
154
Glot)al Total
1.756
Rates calculated as the percentage of forest existing in 1980.
Source: Whitmore1997

Annual rate of
loss
(%)
0.72%
1.1%
0.75%
0.81%
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and Amazonian frontier regions (Myers 1994), \Mhereas logging activilies have affected mostly
the South American and Asian forests (2.45 and 2.15 million hectares annually from 1981 to
1990 respectively (Whitmore 1997). Often, logging activities promote the opening up of
frontier regions arxl subsequent deforestation, as shifted cultivators foilowr the construction of
logging roads.
Patterns of land-use shift through time as available forestland is exfiausted and
frontiers dose (Figure 1.1). Continuing population increase puts pressure on land, often
promoting changes in land-uses. Case studies of LUCC throughout the tropics demonstrate
tfie many different trajectories of change tftat occur as physical and biotic, and sodbeconomic
conditions ctiange (e g. Collier, Mountjoy, and Nigh 1994; Oimyati et al. 1996; KRraoka 1995;
Kuil 1998; Sader et al. 1997; Siena and Stallings 1998; Stole et al. 1994; Virgo and Subba
1994).
LUCC RESEARCH PRIORITIES
The numlaer and magnitude of multidisciplinary national and international research
and monitoring programs focussing on global change, all of which to some extent focus on
human-environment interactions, are testimony to tfie need for research on LUCC (Table 1.2).
Indeed, LUCC research is the focus of tfie joint IG6P/IHDP LUCC core project, and comprises
large components of ttie IGBPs Global Ctiange and Terrestrial Ecosystem core project and
Brazil’s Large-scale Biosptiere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia (LBA) project.
In order to understand how LUCC affects and interacts with gtotial earth systems,
more information is needed on what changes occur, wtiere and when ttiey occur, and ttie
social and ptiysical forces that drive those cfianges (Lambin 1997). Despite ongoing research
efforts on land-cover and land-use patterns since ttie 1980s, ttiere remains a need for more
basic land-cover and land-use data (Furley 1995), and for multidisciplinary studies (Skole et
al. 1994) combining physical and biotic, and social information.
Although large-scale studies are useful for compiling change information rapidly over
large areas, ttiere is a need for local-scale studies because LUCC essentially operates at local
scales, only becoming a global phenomenon ttwough cumulative ctiange (Meyer arxl Turner
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Figure 1.1. Typical pathways of land-use changes in the tropics
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Table 1 2 Global change research and monitoring programs
Mother
Duration
organisons
NON-GOVERNMENTAL INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
1991ICSU,
DIVERSITAS Program of
UNESCO
Biodiversity
1986International Geosphere-Blosphere ICSU
Program (IGBP)
1990ISSC, ICSU
International Human Dimensions
Program on Glotial Environmental
Change (IHDP)
1975International Hydrological Program UNESCO
(IMP)
WMO, ICSU, 1980Wbrld Climate Research Program
UNESCO
(WCRP)
Program

8

■D
(O '

3.
3"
CD

CD

■D
O
Q.
C
a
o
3
T3

O

0>

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS
U.S. (àloiMrt Change Research
U.S.
Program
Earth Sdenoe Enterprise (ESE)
NASA

CD

Q.

T3
CD

(/)
(/)

National Science Foundation (3lot)al NSF
Change Research Programs
Climate and (3iot>al Change
NOAA
Program
Sources: web pages of different programs.

Focus areas

Biological diversity - origins, composition, function, maintenance,
conservation. Human dimensions.
Physical, chemical and tridoglcal processes regulating the total
earth system. Changes and human Influences.
Human-envlronment Interactions and consequenoes.
Indlvldual/sodety responses to change, Impacts of policy
responses on economic and sodai conditions,
Global hydrological cyde functioning. Human activities,
Climate prediction. Effects of human activities on dlmate.

1990

Coordinates with International programs and national Initiatives

19982002

Total Earth system; effects of human on the global environment

1989-

Physical, biological, and sodoeoonomic systems, indudes the
Human Dimensions of Global Change (HDGC) program
Climate variability.

1992). Local and régional acale studies take into considetalfan local and tegionaldifferenoes,
which allow the identification of sets of driving forces of LUCC Ibrdiffefent environments.
These could then be applied to global models, thus enat)ling more sophisticated modeling
scenarios more in line with the complexity of ttie protilem (Lambin 1997). Moreover, local
conditions have been stwwn to comtxne with large-scale external forces to influence regional
trends (Skole et al. 1994).
Land-use is not only influenced ty extant environmental arxi social conditions.
Historical land-cover corxlitions stia|3e sutisequent land-uses through altering both tfie human,
and the physical and biotic environments; thus, compilatidn of historical environmental and
social case study data for integration with more recent data is a priority (Lamtxn 1997; Xavier
and Szejwach 1998).
REMOTE SENSING AND GIS IN LUCC RESEARCH
Land-use studies in tfie tropics require access to land-cover data for sites which often
encompass large areas, and which can be relatively inaccessible and poorly mapped. The
data must be collected simultaneously over tfie study area, with suitable temporal and spatial
resolutions. Tfie data must tie untiiased, rapidly interpretatile, and permanent. Satellite
remote sensing data are meeting tfiese requirements QCavierarKI Szejwach 1998).
In recent years tfie identification of needs for detailed environmental information by
international initiatives (Table 1.2) has fuelled advancements in geographic information
science, resulting in improvements in remote sensor technologies, increased diversity of
sensors and data cfiaracteristics, and improvements in software and data handling. Tfie
number and variety of sensors gathering information atxxjt the surface of the earth have
increased dramatically since tfie first Landsat (tfien Earth Resources Technology Satellite)
satellite went into ortiit in 1972 (Ullesand and Kiefer 1994). In April 1999 Landsat 7 was
successfully launcfied.
Terabytes of data are downloaded and archived each day from tfie dozens of
governmental and commercial sensors orbiting the earth. Recent developments in the
availability of hyperspectral data, and data collected at fine (5m and 1m) spatial resolutions.
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promise to be invaluable for land-ocver change studies. Such data will allaw for mere detailed
land-cover mapping, which to date has t>een restricted by the spatial lesoiuUon of affordat)le
data, such as Landsat Themab'c Mapper data. The increased availability of different remote
sensing sources will also permit multi-scale studies, which are needed for scaling up and
down of results for land-use change modeling QCavierand Szejwach 1998). In line with
improvements in sensor technologies, necessary improvements in computing and geographic
information systems tiave permitted the integration of historic and current spatial data,
gathered from many different sources including aerial photograptis and satellite remote
sensors, with social land-use data.
With ttie generation of so much digital land-cover information, ttiere is a real need for
furttier research in ttie digital image-processing arena. WNtiout ttie added complications ttiat
vast quantities of hyperspectral data wiH bring, ttiere remain fundamental research questions
conceming the extraction of iand-cover and land-use information from remote sensing data.
These include ttie selection of the most appropriate mettiods to detect ctianges. especially
wtien integrating data from different sensors. A tietter understanding of ttie performance of
standard ctiange detection mettiods is necessary if ttie results are to be incorporated with
other data in global land-use models.
SCOPE OF THE DISSERTATION
Ttie goals of this dissertation research were twofold. Ttie first goal was to understand
ttie spatial and temporal processes of human-induced iand-use/cover ctianges in a lowland
tropical environment, and to identify ttie fbrces driving such ctianges. Ttie second goal was to
identity suitable mettiods using remote sensing and geographic information systems to detect
and identify land-cover ctiange in ttie tropics.
The specific objectives were to i) identify and map historical and current changes in
land-cover and land-use in a lowland tropical site from 1960 to 1996. ii) identify ttie causal
processes and driving forces of ttiose iand-use ctianges. ill) identify suitatWe mettiods to detect
land-cover changes, through evaluating the performance of selected remote sensing image
processing and GIS techniques using multitemporal Landsat Ttiematic Mapper (TM) data for
8
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the same site, and iv) identify suitable methods to extract spatial characteristics of land-cover,
through evaluating fractal dimension, spatial autooorreialion. arxi standard landscape Indices,
using unclassified Landsat-TM data.
RESEARCH SITE
The study area was located in ttie Carit>bean lowlands of norttieastem Costa Rica In
Sarapiquf Canton. Province of Heredia (Figure 1.2). It encompassed approximately 35km by
40km of lowland forests and agricultural lands.
Ttie site was selected for a number cf reasons. Rrst, most human-induced changes
occurred during ttie last 50 years, and have been well documented. Aerial ptiotograptis (6te
backto the 1950s. and population and agricultural data for ttie period are available from
census sources. In addition, the good oral record that exists facilitates a reconstruction of the
history of the area. Ttiese combined data sources permit In-depth studies of the nature of
land-cover and land-use ctianges. Second, existing studies of the history of colonization and
agricultural development of ttie region provide good sources of socioeconomic Information
(e g. Butterfield 1994a; Pierce 1992b; Schelhas 1991). Lastly, the area encompasses an
array of different land-uses. Including protected and unprotected areas, and tias undergone
rapid ctiange since ttie frontier was first opened.
This study can tie useful in a regional contact tiecause the proximate causes of
ctiange experienced in ttie site are typical of many lowfarKi tropical areas, and include
subsistence Arming, permanent and plantab'on agriculture, cattle ranching, and Infrastructure
development Sarapiquf represents a region that has gone from tieing an open frontier to one
that contributes significantly to ttie nation’s agricultural export economy.
ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION
The dissertation comprises six ctiapters, including this Introduction to ttie topic of landuse and land-cover ctiange. LUCC represents the man theme of the dissertation-one of the
topics at the forefront of glotial ctiange research today. This study explores methods using
geographic Information systems and remote sensing technologies to entianoe our
understanding of LUCC in a lowland tropical environment The document is organized in
9
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journal style, with separate introductoiy and metfwdssectidns Included In each of the three
main chapters (Chapters 3 ,4 , arxt 5).
Chapter 2, Methods, describes the general methods used in the generation of the
land-cover time-series, which represented the primary data source for ttie research descritjed
in Chapters, and reference data for research presented in Ctiapters 4 and 5. CtiapterS, ttie
first of the main research ctiapters, Land-Coverand Land-Use Changes in the Safapiquf
Region of Costa Rica: 1960 to 1996, investigates ttie ctianges in land-cover ttiat occurred in
the study site from 1960 to 1996, and attempts to explain those cfianges in terms of ttieir
driving forces. Ctiapter 4, Companson of Digital Spectral Pattern Récognition ChangeDetection Methods, then describes ttie results of research evaluating ttie performances of
selected standard image-processing techniques to detect ctianges using ttie spectral
characteristics of Landsat-TM data. And. Ctiapter 5, Comparison o f Digital Spatial Pattern
Recognition Indices for Characteraing Land-Coverfiom Remote Sensing Data, presents
results of research investigating ttie use of spatial pattem-recognition mettiods to ctiaracterize
differences in land-cover types. Anally, Ctiapter 6, Condusions, ties ttie findings of Ctiapters
3 ,4 , and 5 togettier, and presents suggestions for future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation research was based on a case study of LUCC for a lowland tropical
environment in Costa Rica. It employed geographic information systems with remote sensing
data to generate a time-series ofland-cover information for the study area for the period 19601996. This land-cover time-series was used, in combination with IHeralure research and field
ot)servations, to examine the relationships between land-cover. land-use, and the driving
forces of ctiange for twth present-day and historical contexts. In ackfitiOn, the LUCC
infonnation was used to test the performance and accuracy of selected standard image
processing change detection methods, and the sensitivity of landscape indices in context of
land-cover and land-cover changes in the study area, using Landsat Thematic Mapper data
from 1986 and 1996.
Field research was conducted in two phases: phase I from January to August 1996.
and phase II June-August 1997. Field work comprised two aspects: I) compilation of landcover/Iand-use data for generating the dataseL and ii) collection of secondary source data and
literature on the history of the region. The glot)al positioning system (GPS) was used to
collect ground control points (GCPs) during the summer of 1997 for georeferendng the
dataset, as well as collection of spatiaHy-referenced groutxf information for classifying arxl
assessing the accuracy of the 1996 land-cover map.
Primary software used in analyses and development of the dataset were ArdNFO and
ArcView (ESRI, Redlands, CA), and ERDAS Imagine (EROAS, Inc., Atlanta, GA).
DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAND-COVER TIME-SERIES
Primary data sources
The land-cover time-series, comprising land-cover maps for 1960,1983,1986,1992,
and 1996, was derived from black-arxt-white aerial photographs and Landsat Thematic
Mapper (Landsat-TM) images (Figure 2.1). The availability of aerial photograph sets and
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cloud-free Landsat-TM images of the site detennined the dales for the individual land-cover
data layers.
Landsat data for Central America are available to customers in the United States from
the archives of the U.S. Geological Survey, EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls. SO, or Space
imaging EOSAT Co., Lanham, MD. Few doud-free satellite images for the area exist (World
Reference System patti/row 15/53). as is often the case in lowland tropical environments. A
high quality doud-free image was obtained for 1986, however more recent images had
extensive doud-cover arxl tiaze ot)scuring the study area. Consequently, a composite
dassification of two images (1996 arxl 1997) was used to derive the 1996 larxl-covermap
(see later), and a doud-covered image from 1993 was obtained and used for refisrenoe only
(Table 2.1).
Aerial photograph sets for development of larxi-cover maps were selected based on
the most complete coverage of the site g^igure 2.2), dates that spanned a representative
period of the history of significant change in the site, and similar% of scale between tfie aerial
photograph sets (Table 2.1).
Ground reference data
GPS positions were colleded from July to August 1997 using a TrimtWe Patfifirxler
Community Base Station arxl rover unit The majority of positions were differentially correded
(post-processing) to give positional accuracies of ± submeter to 5 meters^ (Table 2.2). The
base station antenna was set up over a point located on tfie roof of tfie dining room of La
Selva Bidogicai Station, with an unobstructed view of tfie sky in all directions. The base
station antenna position was determined by averaging more tfian 412,000 positions colleded
between July 2 to August 121997.
A total o f495 point positions, with accompanying land-cover descriptions, were
recorded (Figure 2.3). A local guide. Rodolfo Vargas Ramirez, accompanied each recursion
and was consulted for land-cover and land-use information at each location. Positions were
^ Positions recorded under dense canopy cover, which are subjedto multipath error, are likely
to have lower accuracy tfian the sut>-to 5 meters stated.
16
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Table 2 ^ GPS data ooëecdon «pediicatfbns
GPS equipment

Base station

Rover unit
General data collection

PoaHlon collection

Autonomous horizontal
accuracy
Differentially corrected
horizontal accuracy
Coordinate system
Datum
POOP
SNR
Elevation mask
Nwntrer of sateHites

Trimble Pathllnder Community
Base Station: 12 channel
Anterma: compact LI nf
groundplane.
Trimble Pathfinder Pro XL
System: 8 channel reoefrer,
TDC1 Date Collector
Up to 100m (95% 100m; 68%
50m; 50% 40m)
Submeterto 5m (95% 2 m;
68% 1m; 50% 0.8m)
UTM meters «m e 16
WGSS4
^6.0
^6.0
15
k4
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prinnarily taken along roads and trails where land-cover either sid» of the road or trail i)
represented a land-cover type not previouaty recorded, ii) represented a land-cover type
clearly identifiable on a hardcopy of eitherttie 1986 or 1996 images, iii) changed abruptly, or
iv) represented change between 1986 and 1996 as identified from tfie images.
Georeferenced photographs representative of all land-cover categories were taken.
Field notes with compass directions describing land-cover/land-use conditions were recorded
at each GPS position. In addition to gattiering land-cover/land-use data, road routes and
major road intersectidns and bridges were recorded.
Classification Scheme
A common classification scheme, following tfie hierarchical principles of tfie USGS
land-cover dassificalion system (Anderson et al. 1976), was adopted for all final land-cover
dassificaticns (Table 2.3). Tfie dassificalions were developed with forest and agricultural
land-uses as tfie categories of primary interest.
Landsat-TM Image Processing
I) Georeferendng and rectification
Subsets of the study area, approximately 1400 by 1200 pixels (1360km^), were
created from tfie original Landsat-TM images. Tfie 1996 Landsat-TM subset was
georeferenced to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) meters based on the GPS-derived
ground coordinates (UTM zone 16; datum WGS-84). Tfie 1997,1993 and 1986 subsets were
subsequently transformed to tfie 1996 georeferenced file. A pixel-pixel rectification accuracy
of 0.5 pixel was required. All coordinate transformations used nearest neighbor, first order
polynomial transformations, with a 28.5m cell size (Table 2.4).
Independent assessments of accuracy of georeferendng. and rectification of tfie data
layers to the 1996 georeferenced subset, were conducted using GCPs independent of tfiose
used in tfie actual transformations (TatWe 2.4). It sfiould be noted that the quality of tfie GCPs
used in the independent checks was not as high as that for tfie rectification procedure
because the best potential GCP points had already been used for the rectification itself.
Consequently, accuracy is likely to be greater than those suggested by the independent
21
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Table 2.3. Classificatioo acheme
Level-1
Urban
Agriculture

Level-2
Urtxan
Pasture

Forest

Crops
Forest
Scrub

Barren
No data

Barren
No data

Description
BuHdings (residents, agricultural, commercial): roads
Pastures used primarily for cattle. May indude pastures vwth
some degree of tree cover, ailhough net dosed canopy.
Indude annual and permanent crops; plantation agriculture,
dosed canopy forest May indude undisturbed old growth,
selectively-logged, secondary.
Intermediate category of scrut)l)y vegetation. Indudes a gradient
from disturbed/regenerating forest with dosed cover to pasture
with almost dosed tree cover.
Unsuitable for agriculture (= river t>eaches).
No data (mixed classes of douds. doud shadows, lakes, rivers)
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Landsat-TM 1997
Landsat-TM 1996
Landsat-TM 1993
Landsat-TM 1986

1996 georeferenced file
GPS UTM meters
1996 georeferenced file
1996 georeferenced file

Independent
check
RMSE (pixel)
0.345
0.474
0.364
0.431

# control
points
10
11
11
11

check. These assessments showed rectification accuracies of better than 0.5 pôcel for all data
layers.
ii) Image normalization
In order to reduce the differentiai efUects of haze and ottrer external factors, tfie 1986
and 1996 image subsets were normalized using a linear regression technique. Tfie procedure
involved identifying features tfiat were consistent for both images. In this study tfie most
consistent features identifiable between tfie two images were old growth forest, deep lakes,
rivers, and banana plantations. The lack of strong seasonality operating in the site, and tfie
relatively short, two-and-a-fialf-month period, between acquisition of tfie images (IMovemtierto
February) were seen as factors which would minimize tfie (fifferences in reflectanoes typical of
tfiese features. Contiguous samples of nine pixels for each of seven féatures were used to
calculate regression coefficients for each band. Individual samples were assessed based on
their residual values. R-square values were greater tfian 0.9 for all tiands, except tfie tfiermal
band. The calculated regression equations were tfien applied to the 1996 image. An
examination of the results of this procedure demonstrated that tfiis metfiod was successful in
reducing tfie rtifferences between tightness values of tfie two scenes.
iii) Removal of clouds and doud sfiadows
Pixels affected by douds and their shadows for tfie 1996 and 1997 images were
identified using tfie tasselied cap transform (components 1 and 4), and/or unsupervised
dassification, and masked out of tfie scene. Tfie1986 image fiad very few douds over tfie
study site, and doud-affeded pixels were masked out manually.
iv) Unsupervised land-cover dassificalions
Tfie 1986,1996 and 1997 doud-free Landsat-TM sutisets were dassified using an
unsupervised dassification (ISODATA routine in IMAGINE (ERDAS 1995)) generating 100
initial dasses from all seven TM bands. The dass signatures were assessed using dass
separatxiity statistics and feature space images, and dassified through visual examination of
dasses on color composite displays of tfie image, in conjuration with reference data (GPS
field data, aerial photograph interpretations, and color composite displays of tfie 1993
24
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Landsat-TM image). The dasses weie recoded to the d assification system described in
Table 2.3. Pixels in mbced^unidentHied dasses vwere separated out and the ISODATA routine
rerun on those pixels. The dasses wrere interpreted and dassified as before and the dassified
pixels merged back with the remainder of the image. A 3x3 windcw majority filter was passed
over the image to eliminate speckling.
To minimize the areas of ‘no data' on the 1996 dassification as a result of douds and
their shadows, the 1997 dassified image was overlaid on the 1996 dassification and pixels
that represented‘no data'were replaced with the 1997 dass values wtiere possible. The
resulting dassification is hereafter known as the 1996 dassification.
The 1986 and 1996 land-cover dassificalions were vectorized, and all polygons less
than 3 hectares (^ 7 pixels) were elnra'natod. Subsets comprising the common area covered
by all data layers of the dassificalions were checked for logical consistency against the other
land-cover maps in the time-series. arxl labels and polygon arcs edited wtiere necessary
using the aerial photograph data as truth' (see below).
Aerial Photograph Processing
Black-and-white aerial photographs (1:60.000 scale) were visudly interpreted using a
zoom transfer scope by J. Denslow and S. Guzman. Dept of Biological Sciences. Louisiana
State University. Land-cover patches, roads, and rivers were traced at a scale of
approximately 1:25,0Q0 onto mylar using enlarged Costa Rican 1:50.000 topographic maps for
control (Rio Quarto Hoja 3347II: Rio Sudo Hqa 3447 III; Costa RiCa Lambert Projection).
The maps were sut>sequentiy digitized and converted to UTM meters. Distortions in the aerial
photographs, and systematic error in the Costa Rican base maps resulted in discrepancies
between the UTM coordinates of the satellite image files and the aerial photograph files. To
minimize these errors the aerial photograph UTM layers were subsequently rectified, using
either nearest neightxy first order potynomiai transformations or rubtier-sheeting (depending
on the severity of the distortions), to the 1986 Landsat-TM subset, that year being the closest
to the dates of the aerial photographs, thus allowing selection of better quality control points.
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It was not possible to conduct independent tests of the accuracy of rectification orthese maps
owing to the lack ofidentifiabie control points: all available points had been used In the
rectification process. The land-cover patches were coded to conform to the dassification
scheme described above. Polygons less than three hectares were eliminated.
Assessment o f the land-cover time-eerles
I) Classification scheme
The dassification scheme was developed, not only based on categories of interest,
but also on the data characteristics of both the Landsat-TM and aerial photograph data.
Inherent differences tietween the Landsat-TM and aerial photograph data, and thus the
methods and ability to extract land-cover Information from them, eflectiveiy restricted the
resolution of the common dassification scheme. Whereas the Landsat-TM data were
Interpreted using spectral characteristics, the aerial photographs were interpreted using a
combination of spectral and visual pattern recognition techniques. These differences. In
addition to differences In spatial arxl spectral resolutions, resulted In differential performances
of the two data types In identifying different land-cover categories. Ttie resulting sctieme
comprised four primary dasses of Interest, which could tie Identified from all data layers:
forest, pasture, crops, and scrub.
Other land-use categories Identified on tfie aerial pfiotograpfis and Landsat-TM
classifications induded rwer beacfies ('tiarren'), arxl areas covered by txiildlngs ('urtian').
Neither of tfiese categories were consistently identified, nor represented significant
proportions of tfie landscape,
ii) Spatial resolution of the land-cover maps
Land-use patterns manifest at scales smaller tfian tfie minimum mapping unit of three
hectares, were not Identifialaie on the larxl-cover maps. Tfiese Induded Isolated buildings,
and houses with gardens, and small W ns of mixed agriculture. Because most ixjildlngs and
houses are associated with pastures, the majority of tfiese areas were dassified as pasture.
Likewise, small famis under mixed agriculture but comprising a relatively large proportion of
pasture, were classified as pasture rattier tfian crops, thereby resulting in overestimation of
26
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the proportion of pasture in the landscape and underestimaddn ofthe area in cropland.
Another land-use that was effectively excluded from the land-cover maps was reforestation
programs, which comprise small areas, mostly less than three hectares, of forestry plantations
(P. Rojas, pers. comm.),
iii) Thematic accuracy
There was no way to determine the thematic accuracy of the historic land-cover maps
derived from the aerial photographs, these t>eing the most detailed source of land-cover
infonnation avallatWe. Where possitWe the aerial photograph interpretations were visually
checked using the availat)le satellite imagery and field and literature infonnation. The overall
quality of the land-cover classifications from the aerial ptiotographs appeared good.
Assessments of the Landsat-TM classifications were possible using the aerial
photograph interpretations as teferenoe data. This assumed that the aerial photograph
interpretations were correct". In order to assess the classifications using all possible
reference sources, the assessments included only the common area covered by all data
layers. The 1986 LarxIsat-TM classification was assessed using the 1983 land-cover map as
reference data, in corijunction with tfie 1992 map to allow for cfianges tfiat occurred tietween
1983 and 1986. The 1996 classification was assessed primarily using a subset of GPSderived field reference data, but also in conjunction with tfie historic land-cover information
provided by the aerial photograph interpretations.
Tfiemabc accuracies were assessed using standard contingency tallies (Tallies 2.5
and 2 .6 )\ Sample sizes of approximately 50 per dass were selected using stratified random
sampling. The sample unit represented a single pixel at tfie center of a 3x3 window of pbrels
dassified as tfie same category.
The overall accuracy for tfie 1986 and 1996 dassifications were 85% and 89%
respectively. Tfie overall measures of accuracy provided by tfie kappa statistic were 79% and
83% respectively, with naxrow confidence intervals (Tables 2.5 and 2.6). Tfie slightly poorer
^A detailed explanation of the statistics used for accuracy assessment is given in Chapter 4.
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Table 2.5. Contingency table of dassilicatidn accuracy: 1986 Landsat-TM land-cower
classification
REFERENCE
P
C
Sc

F
----------

z
g
<
W
Ik
w
?

— — -

-

-

—

.

__

—

._

Row
Total

Ptoriucer's
Æecwracy

User’s
#tecwracy

F

81

2

0

6

69

0.924

0.884

P

0

51

10

3

84

0.911

0.797

G

0

0

33

0

33

0.787

1

Sc

5

3

0

21

29

0.7

0.724

Column
86
43
30
58
Total
F = forest; R s Pasture; O s Craps; Sc s Scrub

195

Producer's accuracy = (fiagonais/bol total
User's accuracy » clagonalsfrow total
Overall accuracy (sum diagonals/total) * 186/195 « 0.851
Kappa Coefficient of Agreements 0.79
Variance of kappa = 0.001
z-statistic = 22.95
95% confidence Interval for kappa: 0.7902 < kappa < 0.7999
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Table 2.6. Contingency table of dassification accuracy: 1996 Landsat-TM land-cover
dassification
F
z
o

I
i

REFERENCE
P
C

Row
Total

Producer's
Accuracy

User's
Accuracy

F

62

4

0

66

0.954

0.939

P

2

54

9

65

0.844

0.831

0

1

6

60

67

0.870

0.898

u.

64
Column
69
198
65
Total
F = forest; P = Pasture; C = Crops;
NB: scotb categocy \mbs not evaluated because it represented a negligitxie proportion of tfie
landscape
Producer's accuracy = dagonals/bol total
User's accuracy = diagonab/rowv total
Overall accuracy (sum diagonals/total) = 176/198 = 0.889
Kappa Coefficient of Agreement s 0.83
Variance of kappa - 0.001
z-statistic = 24.90
95% confidence interval for kappa: 0.8286 < kappa < 0.8380
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performance of (he 1986 dassrMcaëon in relation to the 1996 dassification was in part a
response to the indusion of the scmb category in the 1986 assessment; scrub was exduded
from the 1996 assessment on the grounds that the dass represented a negligible proportion of
the area that would not have provided a suffidentty large sample size for tesb'ng. Thez>
scores demonstrated both error matrices to be significantly different from random results, and
the test for differences between the 1986 and 1996 matnces revealed them to be not
significantly (Sfferent from each other, suggesting that the two dassifications were
comparable.
An examination of the contingency matrices demonstrated that forest was generaliy
well dassified. with relatively good User's and Producer's accuracies for tx>th dassifications.
On both the 1986 and 1996 classifications there was confusion between agriculturai crops and
pasture, with crops dassified as pasture. These areas may represent low-growing crops with
bare ground showing between rows, which would produce a similar signature to some
pastures. The pineapple and tsanama plantations, however, were consistently correctly
dassified as crops. presumat)iy as a result of their distinctive signatures. The scrub dass was
not reliably identified on the satellite Images, and is under-represented on the Landsat-TM
dassifications. This is because scrub represents an intermediate stage isetween forest and
non-forest vegetation, fixxn being either a very dense cover of secondary vegetation, to
pasture with a high proportion of tree cover. It was estimated tfiat approximately equal
proportions of scrub were dassified as pasture and forest, tfiereby inflating tfie proportion of
land dassed as tfiose categories.
Summary
The land-cover time-series comprises medium-scale land-cover maps with a minimum
mapping unit of 3 hectares, suitable for analysis of forest, pasture, and agricultural crops for
1960,1983,1986,1992 and 1996. Due to inherent dtiferences In the data sources, and
metfiods used to derive the maps, direct comparisons are valid only tietween tfie 1960,1983
and 1992 layers (derived from aerial pfiotograpfis), and between tfie 1986 and 1996 (derived
from Landsat-TM data) layers. Trends in tfie data, and trajedories of change, across all
30
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layers however, are valid. The integrafibnaTthe two data types NÿUigMed some ofthe
problems associated with combining dataof dtfferent charectensdcs. but also provided a
useful landscape- and regionai-scale tod for assessment of land-cover through timettiat
would otherwise not have been possible.
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CHAPTERS
LAND-COVER AND LAND-USE CHANGES
IN THE SARAPIQUf REGION OF COSTA RICA: 1960 TO 1996
INTRODUCTION
In the context of Costa Rica's continuing population increase, its agriculturally based
export economy, its strong protected area netMRxic, arxl the increasing ecorx)rnic importance
of tourism, this study will examine the spatial and temporal dynamics of land-use and landcover changes (LUCC) for a lowlarxf tropical environment in Costa Rica. The Sarapiquf
region went from t)sing a relatively isolated w d sparsely populated frontier in 1950, to one of
the country's most active colonizalion zones (Butterfield 1994a), a major producer of export
crops, and a destination for eootourists attracted to the Braulio Carrillo National Park and
private reserves.
A rich literature documents the increase in population, the history of colonization, and
changing land-use practices in Costa Rica. This has t)een made possible through efforts of
the Costa Rican government agency, the Dfmcdôn General de Estadlstica yCensos, which
has been responsible for the long history of population censuses dating back to the 1880s,
and agricultural censuses, which date back to 1950\ Few studies of sites in the humid tropics
have access to such a comprehensive set of socioeconomic information. There is also an
impressive archive of retiatSe land-cover information, r^'n g t>ackto the 1950s for much of the
country, including parts of Sarapiquf, in the fbnn of black and white aerial photographs, which
were commissioned largely by the government. This combination of historical socioeconomic
and land-cover information is invaluable wtien attempting to place current processes of landuse arxl land-cover changes in historical context.
The issue of land-cover and land-use change in Costa Rica, and specifically
deforestation, has been the focus of studies since the 1980s, hjeiled by corx»m forthe
extremely high deforestation rates in Central America, and Costa Rica in particular (Centro
^The at)sence of a census in the early 1990s however, has created a serious void in the data
series.
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Cientifico Tropical 1982; Houghton, Leflcowitz, and Skole 1991; Myers 1988; Nygen 1995;
Whitmore 1997). These studies have been facilitated by the availability of historic census and
remote sensing data. At the country level, studies that have focused on rates and patterns of
deforestation include those by Keogh (1984), Sader and Joyce (1988) and Sanchez-Azofeifa
(1996). Others have examined ttie socioeconomic forces driving deforestation (e g. Jones
1992; Lehmann 1992; Sanchez-Azofeifa 1996). However, few have attempted to integrate
spatial land-cover and sodoecorwmic aspects for Costa Rica as a whole (but see Harrison
1991).
The physical patterns of larxf-use and land-cover changes resulting from effects cf
national-scale socioeconomic forces manifestthemselves at local scales. The 1997 LUCC
Data Requirements Worfrshop pCavier and Szejwach 1998) recognized the development of
regional and local datasets as a priority. The need for regional studies relating deforestation
and other land-cover changes to specific larxf-uses has also tMsn recognized (Lehmann
1992). Regional accounts of the history of colonization and agricultural development in
Sarapiquf include tfiose by Pierce (1992a; 1992b), Butterfield (1994a), and Montagnini (1994).
However, aside from studies of deforestation and forest fragmentation by Sancfiœ-Azofeifa
(1995; 1999), a detailed study of tfie spatial aspects of land-cover cfianges for tfie area has
not been carried out to date.
The research presented here will take advantage of the sources of historical
socioeconomic information, and comtxne tfiis with detailed Nstoric and present-day land-cover
and land-use data, in an attempt to explain tfie pattem of LUCC for a site in a region that
continues to undergo profound cfiange. Tfie results of tfiis study will provide specific spatial
data on patterns of land-cover cfiange, arxl will fielp to fill the gap generated by tfie lack of an
agricultural census after 1983.
This paper addresses tfie first goal of tfxs dissertation. The stated objectives were i)
to identify and map historical and current cfianges in land-cover arxf land-use in a humid
tropical site from 1960 to 1996, and ii) to identify the causal processes and driving forces of
land-use cfiange. The emphasis was on explaining changes that occurred from 1986 to 1996,
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using Landsat Themafic Mapper remote sensing data. This m o s done through interpretafon
and analyses of land-cover maps derived from aerial photographs and Landsat-TM data, in
conjunction vvith historic road neheorks derived from aerial photographs, and historic
information from tfie literature, for the site in tfie Sarapiquf region of nortfieastem Costa Rica.
Province of Heredia (Figure 1.2).
THE REGIONAL HISTORICAL SETTING: COSTA RICA TO THE MID-1990 S
Costa Rica’s population grew from approximately 65.000 at independence (year 1821), with
the majority confined primarily to the Central Valley or Pacific Plain, to over 2.2 million,
residing virtually throughout the extent oftfie Republic, by 1980 (Augelli 1987; Hall 1985;
Harrison 1991 ; Pierce 1992b). From 1850 to 1930 there was a dramatic increase in
population, with tfie net rate of increase peaking in the 1950s (Harrison 1991). This increase
in population promoted tfie start of internal migration out from the Central Valley and Pacific
Plain, as the availatxiity of fanniands was exfiausted and opportunities for work appeared
elsewfiere (Hall 1985; Harrison 1991). Agricultural colonization, developments of tfie transport
network, and estatWishment of centers of population ensued (Hall 1985; Lefimann 1992).
Subsequent rapid population growth lead to accelerated agricultural colonization and
exhaustion of tfie settlement frontiers area 1965 (Augelli 1987; Hall 1985). Since tfien
migration fias tieen directed back to tfie dties. and land redistribution has taken tfie place cf
frontier colonization (Hall 1985; Harrison 1991).
Hall (1985) cfiaracterized tfie mcvement of people to the frontiers of settlement in
terms of three forces; spontaneous colonization, plantation enclaves, and planned colonies.
Spontaneous colonization probatily had the most ter-reacfiing effects on the movements and
resulting (Sstritxjtion of tfie population. Spontaneous colonization started around 1850 and
took the form of eitfier gradual movement outward from tfie Central VaHey as roads and
railways opened up new areas, or pioneer colonization wfiere colonists moved into more
inaccessible regions, preceding the development of centers of population and infrastructure
development (Hall 1985). In 1961 tfie Ley de Tierras y Cotonizaddn prohitxted ftirtfier
spontaneous colonization.
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TYie second force, plantation enclaves, developed as a result of investment in the
banana industry by North American firut companies, initially locating dose to the coasts, and
expanding into other areas only as transportation improved. The enclaves served to dear
large areas of forestland, txjild roads and railways, provide jbtts for the landess. and estatWish
towns (Hall 1985).
The third mechanism, planned cdonies. had little lasting impact compared with
spontaneous colonization and the plantation enclaves. Prior to 1962 few colonies were
successful. However, in 1962 the government created the InsOtuto de TUdrrasyColonizacidn
(ITCO, now the Instituto de Desarmllo Agnrio [IDA]), which was made solely responsible for
agrarian reform. Between 1962 and 1966 ITCO estatWistied colonies on forest lands, after
which it concentrated its efforts on land redistribution and the settlement of squatter disputes,
rather than establishment of new colonies (Hall 1985). TWs took ttie form of ‘zones de
cotonizaciôn' which were derived from ttie purctiase of state lands, and generally comprised
large areas of 40 to 50 hectares which were distributed by ITCO (R. Schmidth, pers. comm ).
Today IDA distritxites 'asentamientosf of approximately five to six hectares, which derive from
the purctiase of underutilized privately owned lands. IDA eittier assigns ‘parce/as’ —small
areas for agricultural purposes, or Votes' -sm aller areas for tiouses with gardens (R.
Schmidth, pers. comm.).
The major impact on land-cover of the movement of population out from the center of
the country was deforestation. An estimated 99.8% of Costa Rica was originally forested
(Centro Cientifico Tropical 1982). Estimates of forest cover for Costa Rica vary depending on
the methods of calculation, and ttie definitions and types of forest being represented; however,
there is consensus that from 1940 to present ttiere tias been a dramatic decrease in area of
forest (Augelli 1987; Centro Cientifioo Tropical 1982; Harrison 1991; Keogh 1984; Sader and
Joyce 1988). Approximately 20,000 square kilometers of forest, or almost 60.000 tiectares
per year on average, were cleared between 1%0 arxl 1984 (Harrison 1991; Sader and Joyce
1988). Sader and Joyce (1988). using maps based on aerial ptiotographs and Landsat-MSS
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data, demonstrated that both the absolute rate and the relative rate^ of deforestation were
highest from 1977 to 1983. The only countyvMde data available on forest cover for Costa Rica
after 1983 is that produced by Sanchez-Azcfeffia (1996). SanchezrAzoTeifa's data (1996) for
the central part of Costa Rica, derived from Landsat-TM images, suggest that between 1986
and 1991 both the at>solute and relative rates of deforestation had slowed since Sader and
Joyce’s (1966) estimates for 1977-1963. This decline in the rate of deforestation is supported
by an independent estimate from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
of 2.3% per year for the period from 1961 to 1990 (Whitmore 1997).
Much of the area deforested was converted to cattle pastures. Harrison (1991) found
that from 1950 to 1964inthe Yrontier' regions of the country, where most deforestation
occuned, there was a nearly 1:1 relationship between amount of forest lost and pasture
gained. The cattle export marfret started in 1954 with «(ports of live animals, but soon
switched to export of beef (Hall 1985). Government incentives encouraged the growth of the
beef expcxt marfret and by 1976 beéf rated third of the primary export products, after coffee
and bananas (Hall 1965). Between 1973 and 1984 the growth in area of pastures slowed in
comparison with the previous period. By 1969 beef expcxts had dropped dramatically in
response to falling prices (Lehmann 1992). In 1996 beef exports did not appear in tfie
government statistics for principal export products; bananas, coffee and pineapple were listed
as the top three exports (Ministerio de Eccxxxnia Irxfustria y Comerdo 1996a).
The impact of ttie massive ccxiversicxi of forest to pastures, and tfie closing of tfie
colonization frontiers, prompted tfie start of forest protection policies in Costa Rica, starting
with the Ley F(xestal of 1969 (Hall 1965). During the 1970s and early 1980s a large
proportion of forest reserves and protected areas existing today were declared (Centro
Cientifico Tropical 1962). Tropical Science Center figures sfiow 22% of tfie oxjntry to be in
reserves and protected areas (Centro Cientifico Tropical 1962). and in 1992 Costa Rica was
^At)solute rate is the area per year, «(pressed as a percentage of the total area; relative rate
is the area per year, expressed as a percentage of tfie amount of cover existing at tfie start of
the perkxf in questkxi.
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recognized for Its conservation policies by the United Nations Conference on the Environment
(Nygren 1995). Subsequent forestry lawvs have attempted to control deforestation, arxl reduce
the incentives to dear land. The most recent forestry law, passed in 1996, sets out new tax
incentives for reforestation in the private sector (Diario Ofidal 1996), and it remains to tre seen
wtrat impact this veil tiave on future land-uses.
THE LOCAL HISTORICAL SETTING: SARAPIQUC CANTON
The Sarapiquf region was one of the last settlement frontiers in Costa Rica. It was not
until around 1950 that the area really started to tre opened up for colonization. Priorto 1950
the region remained relatively isolated, and was occupied primarily by shifting agriculturists
and some subsistence farmers.
A period of intensive colonization in the region from area 1963 to 1973 contrasted
with much of tfie rest of tfie country (Figure 3.1), which was experiendng migration back to tfie
cities. This wave of colonization was in line with the start of development of iMtfiana
plantations in tfie east of the canton in Rfo Frio in 1967, in addition to government incentives
to develop tfie beef industry and tfie consequent txxxn in tieef exports. Tfie man result of this
ixxxn in tfie beef industry was tfie gradual accumulation of large randies owned by a small
proportion of the population (Augelli 1987; Pierce 1992b), many ofwfiom were atisentee
owners (Butterfield 1994a). By 1973 Sarapiquf and the northern San Carlos plains were
second only to tfie north Pacific lowlands in terms of their contritxjb'on to tfie nation's beef
production (Hall 1985). Wfiereas most of the rest of tfie country was experiendng only
marginal rates of conversion of forest to pasture during 1973 to 1984, tfie Provinces of
Heredia and Limon saw large increases (Butterfield 1994a; Lehmann 1992). By 1983 over
half tfie land area in Sarapiquf was under pasture (Pierce 1992a). Much of tfie improvements
in access and services happened during the 1970s and 1980s (Butterfield 1994a).
In 1982 a Protection Zone linking Braulio Carrillo National Park (BCNP) with La Selva
Bidogicai Station was dedared, forbidding any intensification of landuse within its boundary.
In 1986 tfie Protection Zone was formally dedared as an «(tension to BCNP (McDadearxf
HartsfKxn 1994). At about tfie same time, tfie agricultural frontier dosed, meaning tfiat
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unclaimed land no longer existed in Costa Rica (Butterfield 1994a). Consequently
colonization took the form of distfiixjtion of asentamientos by IDA. (i.e. redistribution of private
lands), orchestrated through organized squatter invasidns, and resulting in a reduction in the
average size of farms and a shift from extensive cattle ranctwng to subsistence agriculture and
cash crops (Butterfield 1994a; Pierce 1992b). It was estimated that by 1983 38% of Sarapiquf
comprised IDA farms, accounting for almost 50% of the population (Butterfield 1994a).
Agriculture has t)ecome prominent during the 1990s. Since the late 1980s the
importance of agriculturaf exports as aNemadves to beef grew in response to government
subsidies (Lehmann 1992), and in 1990 Standard Fruit started to estatWish banana plantations
along the Rio Sudo to the north of Puerto Viejo (Montagnini 1994). In 1995 Sarapiquf’s
agricultural production comprised primarily bananas (61%). palm heart (15%). pineapple (9%).
oranges (5%). and ornamental plants (3%XGobiemo de Costa Rica 1996).
STUDY SITE
The study site is located in the northeastern Costa Rican province of Heredia wtiere
the foothills of the Central Volcanic mountain range meet the Caribtiean coastal plain (Figure
1.2). Rivers drain northward into the Rfo Sarapiquf. Holdridge life zones in the study area
include tropical wet forest in the northem lowlands of the study area, and premontane wet
forest near Puerto Viejo (HartstKxn 1983).
Two major roads connect Puerto Viejo with San Jose. Several small communities
exist along these routes outside the protected areas. La Selva Biological Station of the
Organization for Tropical Studies (OTS) and the northem section of Braulio Carillo National
Park lie within the study area. The elevation at La Selva rises from 35 meters above sea level
at the north end of the property to 137 meters in the southwest (McDade and Hartstiom 1994).
La Selva and Braulio Carrillo National Park together eiKompass an area of47.000 hectares
and make up part of the Cordillera Volcànica Central Biosphere Reserve A protection zone,
prohibiting any ctiange in land-use. eoctends 300 meters on either side of the narrow extension
between the main body of the park arxt La Selva (Schelhas 1991).
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METHODS
Landscape patterns
Landscape patterns for the study site were examined using iand-cover maps derived
from aerial ptxXograptis for 1960.1983, and 1992. and l_andsat-TM data for 1986 and 1996
(see Ctiapter 2 for a description of the dataset). Ttte classification scheme tbrttie land-cover
maps included forest, pasture, agricultural crops, and scrub' (see Chapter2fora description
of the classification scheme). The land-cover patterns were interpreted using iaiKj-cover
information collected in the field during 1996 and 1997. which included spatiaily-referenced
information on specific crops and conditions of pastures and forests.
Standard landscape and dass indices were derived for each map in the time series
using the FRAGSTATS program (Oregon State University. OR). Class indices induded
percentage of the landscape per patch type/dass. number of patches^ per dass. mean patch
size per dass. edge density, and total core area per dass. The core area of a patch was
defined as the area greater than 100 meters from the edge of the patch, which was based on
the work of Laurance et al. (1997) wtx) found ttiat the greatest edge effects occurred within
100 meters of an edge in central Amazonian forests. Tt>e importarx» of edge effects in
ecological functioning of forests tias t)een well documented (e g. see Laurance and
Bierregaard 1997); thus, ttie core area was seleded t)ased on forest criteria rather than other
land-cover types. The landscape indices «ramined are listed in Tatife 3.1. and were chosen
to help describe both landscape composition (i.e. wfiat the landscape comprises) and
configuration (i.e. how the components of the landscape are arranged spatially). An
explanation of Shanrxan's Diversity Irxiex is descritaed in Ctiapter 5, section entitled Common
Landscape Indices'. The Interspersion arxl Juxtaposition Index (IJI) descritaes ttie
interspersion of patch types (i.e. ttie distritMJtion of patcti-type adjacencies), and is defined as;

' Scrub is an intermediate category taetween non-forest and forest, which is identifiabie from
ttie aerial ptxatograptis taut was not reliataly identified from ttie TM classifications.
^A patch is a contiguous area (or polygon) representing a land-cover dass.
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Table 3.1. Landscape indices: general trends 1960*1996
Index

Landscape

Increase
# patches
Mean patch size
Decrease
Increase
Edge density (edge lengtti/area)
Decrease
Total core area
Increase
# disjunct* core areas
Decrease
Mean area per disjunct core
Increase
Disjunct core area coeffitient of variation
Decrease
Core area % of landscape
Mean core area % of patch
Increase to 1983, then decrease
Increase
Shannon's diversity index
Interspersion/Juxtapositfon index
Increase to 1983, then decrease
*A single patch may contain several disjunct core areas
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IJ I = —

— 7------- ;^t—=^(lOO). where ek « total length of edge in landscape betifwen

patch types i and k; E = total length of edge in landscape; and m' = number of patch types in
the landscape (McGarigal and Marks 1995). The higher the Ul value, the more interspersed
the patch types (i.e. more equal adjacency of patch types to other patch types)(McGarfgal arxf
Marks 1995).
Land-cover changes
Change analyses were conducted for the common extent (Figure 2.2) of all data
layers using post-dassification comparisons (overlays) for three perkxJs; 1960 to 1963,1983
to 1992, and 1988 to 1998. Note that the 1983 to 1992. and 1988 to 1998 periods overlap.
Results from ttiese two periods are presented separately to avoid making direct comparisons
between data derived from Landsat-TM and aerial ptiotograph intepretatfons, due to inherent
differences in the data. Small polygons (less than 3 hectares) were eliminated from the
resulting change maps to minimize the effects of rectification errors between the data layers
and individual patch boundary errors. Patterns of ctiange for each period were described and
quantified using standard landscape and dass irxfioes.
Mean annual absolute and relative rates^ of change were calculated for each cover
type. The relative rate refers ttie rate of change back to ttie amount of each category at ttie
beginning of the period in question. Without ttie start of each period having some particular
significance to the issue of land-cover ctiange. ttie interpretation of these figures is difficult,
however they do give some insight into the dynamics of ctiange for the individual periods. The
absolute rate is tiased on ttie percentage of ttie landscape by which ttie respective land-cover

^Absolute rate: ((T2-T1/years)/landscape area)*100 wtiere T1 is the value at ttie start of ttie
period. T2 is the value at the end of ttie period. Relative rate: ((T2-T1/ÿears)/T1)*100 wtiere
T1 is the value at the start of the period. T2 is ttie value at ttie end of the period.
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category changed: this permits not only comparison of change through time for each categoiy,
but also across categories.
Road networks
To look for patterns of land-cover relating to improvements in transportation, ttie
development of ttie road network from 1960 to 1992 was examined in relation to land-use and
land-cover ctianges within ttiat period^ For each date (1960,1983, and 1992) a distance
image was generated (i.e. an image wtiera'n the value of each pbtei represented a distance in
meters to the nearest road (Figure 3.2), as determined from ttie aerial ptiotograptis for each
date). Wtiere large rivers (Rios Sudo, Puerto V i^ , and Sarapiqui) restricted access at points
wtiere bridges or ferry crossings did not exist in ttie year under considération, ttie nearest road
distances were likewise restricted to reflect actual access to all points. Roads known to exist
outside the study area, but having an impact on the distance to nearest road within ttie study
area, were induded in generating ttie distance images. Ttie distance images were recoded
using 1-kilometer dass intervals. Distances corresponding to land-cover categories for each
date, and ctiange categories occurring from 1960 to 1983, and 1983 to 1992^, were extracted
using matrix overlay analyses.
RESULTS
Landscape patterns
Ttie study area remains a primarily forested environment (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Non
forested areas in 1960 were generally confined dose to roads and rivers (Figure 3.5). Ttie
first road connecting ttie region with San Jose, completed in ttie 1950s, fdlowed ttie path of
the Rio Sarapiquf as far north as ttie town of Puerto Viei'o, from ertiere transport could
continue by river to ttie Rio San Juan. By 1960 a road connected Horquetas to Puerto Viejo,
with a ferry-crossing over ttie Rfo Sarapiquf (Butterfield 1994a). Ottier roads txjilt by 1960
' The 1986 and 1996 data were'not induded in this analysis because road networks were not
reliably identifiatile from ttie Landsat-TM images.
^Analyses for ctiange categories were done for common area extent Road distance images
corresfxxided to the final date of each period.
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Figure 3.3. Old-growth forest canopy at La Selva Biological
Station

Figure 3.4. View from La Selva, looking northwest over lower
secondary forest
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included the road into Magsasay. the locatidn of a penal coiony established by the
government in the late 1950s (Butterfield 1994a), and the roads to Sardinal and around San
Gerardo. Aside from the road into Magsasay, all other roads existing in 1960 were closely
associated with the mafor rivers, where rich alluvial soils and gentle slopes provide the iiest
locations for agricultural activities.
The initial pattem of clearing estat)lished by 1960 is still evident in recent years (figure
3.6); non-forested areas remain concentrated in the same areas as those cleared by 1960,
with subsequent clearings expanding outward from these areas. The maiority of areas to be
deforested by 1996 had already in part been affected by 1983.
There was an overall increase in fragmentation and dhrersity of the landscape over
time (TatMe 3.1). From 1960 to 1996 there was an increase in the number of patches, a
reduction in mean patch size, a three-and-a-half-fbid increase in total edge, and an increase
from 20 to 50 percent of the larKlscape of areas lying within 100 meters of an edge. The
mean core area of individual patches increased from 1960 to 1983, in accordance with the
establishment of large areas of pastures, followed by a decline with their subsequent breakup.
A relatively large increase in Shannon's Diversity Index fiom 1960 to 1983 reflected the
change from a low diversity landscape dominated by forest, to a more even distritxibon of
land-cover types. The diversity continued to increase only slightly thereafter, further
reinforcing the idea that the pattem of land-cover had been well est^ished by 1983. The
Interspersion and Juxtaposition IrKtoc showed an increase from 1960 to 1983, which suggests
a transition from an uneven spatial distribution of patches to a more even distribution. The
index then decreased after 1983, which probably reflects the concentration of plantation
agriculture in a few key areas,
i) Forest
Class indices are summarized in Table 3.2. After a dramatic decrease in the area of
closed forest from 1960 to 1983, the relative area in forest remained approximately constant
(Figure 3.7). By 1996, as a consequence of the continual breakup and conversion of large
forest patches to other uses (Figures 3.8.3.9,3.10, and 3.11), 34% of forests lay within 100
47
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a) 1986

b) 1996
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Figure 3.6. Land-coverin Sarapiquf: 1986-1996
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Landsat-TM classifications
Aerial photograph maps
1996
1983
1986
1960
1992
Full extent Excl. PA Full extent Exd. PA Full extent Exd. PA Full extent Exd. PA Full extent Exd. PA

Pasture
42
31
39
29
35
30
34
% of landscape
8
24
11
108
105
101
105
55
82
72
134
55
134
# patches
59
36
59
31
73
79
37
64
67
Mean patch size (ha)
31
263
285
280
290
290
190
262
254
264
190
Patch size CV (%)
25
25
29
9
20
22
31
Edge density (m/ha)
27
34
7
6
15
19
3
12
13
2
14
11
0)rearea(%land)
8
Agriculture
2
3
9
5
7
3
4
% of landscape
0
4
1
5
5
24
25
23
23
23
24
a
7
# patches
98
98
37
57
13
24
27
57
37
Mean patch size (ha)
11
160
163
163
160
211
70
193
211
183
Patch size CV(%)
81
5
3
3
2
3
3
2
4
Edge density (m/ha)
0
1
2
0
2
4
Core area (%land)
0
1
1
1
4
1
Foraet
85
59
49
62
61
52
% of landscape
88
59
52
54
51
60
96
«patches
28
44
55
43
52
86
24
85
490
152
274
151
247
140
739
Mean patch size (ha)
271
146
285
489
391
Patch size CV(%)
298
255
410
365
644
517
317
25
30
18
20
26
32
Edge density (m/ha)
17
24
7
8
72
42
40
42
30
Core area (%land)
27
41
27
34
77
Scrub
% of landscape
3
9
9
13
15
0
0
4
1
1
69
155
«patches
68
100
149
4
114
34
34
4
10
15
17
Mean patch size (ha)
15
3
3
10
17
7
7
Patch size CV(%)
119
229
212
118
240
213
60
74
74
60
Edge density (m/ha)
5
6
19
22
11
11
3
3
0
0
0
2
2
Core area (^and)
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
Full extent : indices calculated over the full oommon area extent; Exd. PA - Indices calculated excluding protected areas; CV = coefficient of
variation.

Data source: aerial photograph interpretations
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Figure 3.7. Land-oover as a percentage of ttie landscape
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metefs of a change in cover. When protected areas were excluded from the anatyses (i.e.
only those areas lying outside the forests protected within the La Selva/Biaulio complex were
considered) the area in forest still comprised greater than 50% of the landscape, txit a higher
proportion of those forests (48%) lay within 100 meters of an edge. The highest rate of
decrease in forest area occurred during the 1960-1983 period (TatWe 3.3). The similarity
tjetween the at)solute arxi relative rates of deforestation is indicativeof the tiact that the
proportion of forest in the landscape has always t)een high.
ii) Pasture
A large increase in the area under pasture from 1960 to 1983, accompanied t>y an
increase in mean patch size, was followed by sut)sequent declines in total area and mean
patch sizes, and a dramatic increase in the number of patches (Figures 3.8, 3.9,3.10, and
3.11). These statistics are consistent with the creation of large cattle randies up to 1983,
followed by their sutisequent txeakup. The atisolute rate of dedine of pastureiand from 1983
to 1992 was the fastest of all cover types during that period (Talile 3.3).
iii) Scrub
The intermediate scrub category showed a consistent increase in area, number of
patches, mean patch size, edge density, and core area statistics through 1992, with patches
scattered throughout much of the landscape and associated primarily with non-forest cover
(Figures 3.8 and 3.10). The at>solute rate of increase in the scrub category during 1983-1992
was almost as great as ttie rate of decrease of pasture (TatWe 3.3). This increase in the scrub
component - an intermediate cover type - is consistent with ttie increasing amount of ctiange
and interctiange from one land-cover type to anottier.
iv) Agricultural crops
Ttie area under crops and plantation agriculture increased overall (Figures 3.8, 3.9,
3.10, and 3.11). Agriculture tias tieen located primarily dose to the original roads, beginning
with experimental rice cultivation in ttie 1960s along ttie Rfo Puerto Viejo (Pierce 1992b). This
was followed by estatWishmentofcrtrus plantations in ttie San Gerardo and Sardinal vidnities.
and African Oil Palm along ttie road rxxth of La Virgen, between 1960 and 1983. The oil palm
55
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Table 3.3. Mean annual percentage rates oTland-oover change; 1960>1996
a) Relative rates (%)
1960-1983
Forest
-1.43
Pasture
10.9
Crops
25.48
Scrub
6.33

1983-1992
-0-14
-1.98
4.46
5.44

1986-1996
-0.39
-1.00
16.56
-8.74

b) Absolute rates (%)
1960-1983
Forest
-1.26
Pasture
0.92
Crops
0.11
Scrub
0.22

1983-1992
-0.08
-0.58
0.13
0.46

1986-1996
-0.24
-0.34
0.40
-0.10

c) Relative rates (%) cfcliange in the landscape
1960-1983
1983-1992
1.6
3.7
Percentage Ctiange per year
of the landscape

1986-1996
1.9
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piantafions were subsequently abandoned. By 1992, banana plantations had been
established on the alluvial plains of the Rids Sarapiquf and Sudo, and by 1996 much of the
area around and south of Sardinal, and around San Gerardo was largely under pineapple
plantations (Figure 3.12).
The absolute rate of increase in area of cropland increased overtime; from 1986-1996
it comprised the fastest-growing land-cover category in the landscape (Table 3.3). The
relative rate of increase of crops was rapid during 1960 to 1983, corresponding to ttie
tieginnings of agriculture in ttie region. Ttie rate of increase of area of cropland slowed during
1983-1992, arvlttien increased again from 1986 to 1996, as a result of rapid establishment of
plantation agriculture starting in ttie 1990s.
Land-cover changes
At the landscape level most net ctiange occurred from 1960 to 1983:36% of ttie
landscape underwent at least one ctiange in land-cover during ttie 22 year period. However,
when the length of each period is taken into account, it becomes apparent ttiat the highest
absolute rates of annual change occurred during ttie years 1983 to 1992 (Table 3.3).
i) 1960 to mid-1980s
From 1960 to 1983 conversion of forest to pasture was the dominant dynamic (Figure
3.13), with ttie mean patch size of areas converted tieing 50 hectares, compared with 10 and
13 hectares for later periods (Table 3.4). Also, a sutistantial amount of land ctianged from
forest in 1960 to scrub cover in 1983. Ttie beginnings of crops and plantation agriculture were
evident, with approximately equal areas of forest and pasture having been converted to
agriculture.
ii) Mid-1980s to mid-1990s^
From ttie mid-1980s approximately equal proportions of forest had tieen lost and
gained, primarily to and from pastures and scrub (Figure 3.13; TatWe 3.4). Ttiere are two
^The 1986-1996 Landsat-TM data and the 1983-1992 aerial photograph data are overlapping
periods: ctianges hâve been interpreted togettier.
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Figure 3.12. Locations of agricultural plantations in 1996
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Table 3.4. Change class Indices.

o"

Class*
% of landscape
# patches
Mean patch size
(ha)
Patch size CV
%

CD
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ci'
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3
3
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CD

CD
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C

a
O
3
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O
CD
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■D
CD

C/)
C/)

S

b) 1983-1992
Class*
% of landscape
# patches
Mean patch size
(ha)
Patch size CV
%

P-P
5.46
42
26.27

P-Ag
1.61
12
27.05

F-P F-Ag
F-F
P-F P-Sc Ag-P Ag-Ag Ag-F Ag-Sc
57.95
0.03
1.09
0.09
0.15
22.07
1.1
0.14
0.4
89
15
33
19
3
2
1
1
12
6.66 11.56 14.26 5.98 29.41 6.89 50.09 14.76 354.71

152.87 154.65 86.73 92.59 56.24

P-P P-Ag P-F
16.69 3.47 4.69
15
91
82
40.9 46.46 10.36

P-Sc
4.52
75
12.12

24.7

0

Sc-P Sc-Ag
1.91 0.25
40
7
9.63 7.17

Sc-F Sc-Sc
0.49 0.56
13
11
9.06 8.69

0 238.57 74.48 356.07 165.95 94.99 44.19 62.13 62.78

F-F
Ag-P Ag-Ag Ag-F Ag-Sc F-P F-Ag
0.2 48.44
1.23 0.55 0.71 0.63 4.87
5
15
5
10
12
94
44
16.49 22.12 14.23 10.56 10.42 8.02 221.21

171.78 143.22 64.87 '130.01 121.11 90.07 75.85

F-Sc
6.72
89
15.24

F-Sc Sc-P So-Ag
5.77 1.64 0.06
62
2
34
18.71
9.7 6.14

Sc-F Sc-Sc
5.23 1,23
64
27
16.43 9,13

73.9 86.95 42.82 382.12 145.27 110.5 15.52 128.03 57.15

c) 1986-1996
Class*
F-P
P-P P-Ag P-F P-Sc Ag-P Ag-Ag Ag-F Ag-Sc
% of landscape
5.34
1.3 0.35 0.04 0.37 1.52 0.05 0.03 0.73
5
102
# patches
81
92
7
21
1
1
1
55.86 51.12 12.85 7.07
24 298.6 5.34 6.29 13.45
Mean patch size
(ha)
239.91 143.97 113.3
0 101.95
0 40.47
0 149.29
Patch size CV
%
CV = coefficient of variation; P, pasture; Ag, agriculture; F, forest; Sc, scrub.

F-Ag
F-F
0.03 36.67
60
1
5.49 180.06
0 525.9

F-Sc

Sc-P So-Ag
0.11
9
8.26

SO-F Sc-Sc
0.09
16
7.05

72.49

55.64

possible explanab'ons for the creation of new pastures from forests, while in other areas
pastures are treing abarxfoned: ttieyerttrer represent repiaoement pastures in ttie face of
reduced quality of grasses, or they represent an intermediate step in the conversion of forest
to crops. This dynamic trebween ttie forests, pastime, and the intermediate scrub covers is
disguised wtien considering only net area measurements of cover types, such as ttiose
provided by census data, and is important vvtien considering ttie ecological and environmental
roles of young versus old growth forests.
Ttie forests converted to pastures were derived from amixture of old growth or
selectively-logged forests, and secondary forests. Since 1986 old growth forests have
continued to be cut for pastures in patcties scattered througtiout ttie study site. Prominent
among these areas were patches in ttie western and less steep part of ttie Cenos de Sardinal
(southeast of Sardinal). and also patcties between the Rfo Puerto V ie^ arxi ttie eastern
boundary of La SeivafBraulio. Forests in ttiese areas represent some of ttie last remaining
old-growth forest (Rgure 3.14) existing dose to the mayor roads, wtiere topograptiy is not
prohibitive to agriculture.
The conversion of forest to agricultural uses within the study site, in contrast to
conversion to pastures, has been negligible and isolated. However, looking at a larger area,
ttie Landsat-TM data do stiow ttiat expansion of the tianana plantations on ttie Rfo Sudo
plains between 1986 and 1996 accounted fdr^iproximately 1400 hectares of forest cut. ttiose
areas lying primarily outside ttie study area.
Defbresfotion (i.e. conversion of forest to arxither cover-type) occurring within ttie
study site and outside ttie protection of ttie Braulic/La Selva complex represented 1.4% per
year (of unprotected forests existing in 1986) from 1986 to 1996. Deforestation primarily
occurred in areas of steep terrain, restricted access, or swamps—ttiose tieing ttie locations
where unprotected forest remained. The effects of logging were not apparent from these
analyses; logging is selective and not readily distinguistied in ttie aerial ptxitographs or
Landsat-TM images.
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The impact of the declaration of the extension to Brauiio Carillo National Park
accounted for only 11% oftlie pastures abandoned to forests between 1986 and 1996. with
the remaining 89% regenerating outside protected areas. Large patches regenerated
between 1992 and 1996 to the westof tfie La Selva/Braulio complex, in areas of relalhreiy
poor access. Ottierwise, regeneration occurred in patcties scattered all over ttie landscape.
Pastures were also lost to agriculture (Figure 3.13); indeed, pastures provided ttie
only significant source of new cropland within the study area\ There was an Increase in
mean patch size and numt)er of patches converted from pasture to agriculture throughout the
time period, with a mean patch size of around 50 hectares during the 1986-1996 period
(similar to the sizes of patcties converted from forest to pasture In ttie 1960-83 periodXTable
3.4). Both bananas and pineapples were first introduced into the study site after 1986. vuith
the majority of the bananas being planted between 1990 and 1992, although both crops
continued to arpamd through 1997^. Cultivation of small areas of ornamental plants likewise
started in ttie early 1990s.
Road networks
The 1992 road network was more ttian^efim es as dense as ttiat which existed In
1960 (TatWe 3.5). The density of ttie road networic increased during 1960 to 1983 at a relative
rate more ttian twice that of ttie 1983 to 1992 rate (12.4% vs. 5.1% per year). The same road
from Puerto Viqo to San Jose via Vara Blanca, and a new road constructed In 1986 from San
Jose via Brauiio, following approximately ttie same route as ttie old road from Horquetas to
Puerto Viejo, are ttie major ttioroughfares today. Ttie new road has cut the journey time from
Puerto Viejo to San Jose to one-and-a-tialf tiours compared with over two-and-a-tialf via the
Vara Blanca route. Regular buses now serve ttie region daly via txjth routes. Oneotwious
effect of ttie Increase in density of the road network is ttie reduction In amount of land located
at least two kilometers from roads.
^But see above regarding deforestation for tianana plantations outside the study site.
^The latest information for ttie area was gattiered in summer of 1997.
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Table 3.5. Road netMoric density and nearest distances: 1960-1902
Road density (m/tOOtia)
Relative rate of increase in density (nVIOOtra) from
previous date (%)
Maximum distance to nearest road (m)
Mean distance to nearest road (m)
Median distance to nearest road (m)
Modal distance to nearest road (m)
Standard deviation (m)

1660
258
-

12240
2448
1842
120
2244

1983
987
12-4

1992
1442
5.1

10489
770
399
17
1131

2728
389
229
6
454
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Land-cover was found to be highly signiRcantly^ associated with distance to the
nearest road for ail dates (Figure 3.15). From igsoto 1992 the majority of non-tbrest cover
types were located primarily within one kilometer of a road: the individual chi-square
contributions indicate pasture highly likely to be located within one kilometer of roads, whereas
forest was associated with distances greater than one kilometer from roads^. In 1983 and
1992 crop patcties were located wittiin one kilometer of roads. In ottier words, agricultural
crops and cattle randies, land-uses that needed access to markets, were located mostly dose
to roads, wtiereas forests were found mostly at distances greater than one kilometer of a road;
indeed, in 1992 agricultural crops were located only within one kilometer of a road.
The locations of areas that undenwentctiange versus no-ctiange from 1960 to 1983
and 1983 to 1992, likewise stiowed a highly statistically significant association^ with distance
to roads (Figure 3.16). Areas ttiat undeneent ctiange were mostly located witNn one kilometer
of roads, alttiough land-cover changes did occur at distances greater ttian three kilometers
from roads during 1960 to 1983. This was due to ttie estatilishment of pastures along the east
bank of the Rfo Sudo wtiere roads had not been cut (presumably access was via river), and
also an isolated field which was abandoned at ttie souttiem boundary of La Selva Biological
Station. From 1983 to 1992 ttie only ctiange that occuned at distances greaterthan three
kilometers from a road was a result of forest regrowth inside Brauiio Carrillo National Park.
DISCUSSION
Summary of results
By 1960 an era of widespread deforestation directly associated with ttie estatWishment
of extensive catlle rancties (Rgures 3.17 and 3.18) had begun in ttie study site, and continued

' Based on chi-square test for independence using contingency tables (P »0.001).
^ Note: statistical results must be interpreted with caution due to ttie extremely high sample
sizes (=pixels) in these analyses, which tend to return highly significant values. Also, the
existence of spatial autocorrelation will affect results. These statistics were interpreted in
terms of ttieir relative values to one anottier.
^ Based on chi-square test for independence using contingency tables (P »0.001).
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Figure 3.15. Distribution of land-cover with respect to distance from nearest road
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Figure 3.17. Pasture: note the tree stumps lying on the ground
which suggest the pasture is relatively young, and the scattered
trees left to grow.

Figure 3.18. Low-lying pasture near Puerto Viejo with scattered
trees.
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until the mid-1980s. The data up to 1983 concur with the findings of others based on analyses
of census data for ttie region (Butterfield 1994a; Pierce 1992b), indicating ttiat ttie study site is
representative of land-cover dynamics in Sarapiqui as a wtiole. Ttie first decade of this era
corresponded with a period of accelerated colonization in Sarapiqui. This occurred in
response to ttie peak in ttie nation’s pcpulatidn growth in ttie 1950s and ttie extiaustion of
available lands in much of ttie rest of ttie country by ttie mid-1960s, making Sarapiqui one of
the last remaining frontiers in Costa Rica (Butterfield 1994a; Hall 1985). Ttie main reason for
ttie delayed colonization of Sarapiqui was ttie difficulty ofaccess eittier from ttie coasts, or
from San Jose, which even today does not tiave guaranteed road access throughout ttie year
through ttie mountainous stretcties of ttie routes. By ttie mid-1980s ttie landscape tiad gone
from one dominated by forest and contributing little to the nation's economy, to a more diverse
and fragmented landscape, and an important t>eef producing region. Agricultural production in
and around ttie study site included bananas, oHrus, African Oil Palm, arxl Pejitiaye palm for
palm heart Pqibaye was first planted on a large scale in the area in 1975, and represented
the first commercial plantation for palm heart in Latin America (E. Fallas, pers. comm ).
In the mid-1980s ttiere was a dramatic decrease in the rate of forest clearing and
estatilishment of pastures, and a new era of ctiange began. Ttie declaration of ttie Protection
Zone linking Brauiio Carrillo National Park with La Selva Biological Station in 1982 effectively
used up all available land for colonization, and coincided with the start of decline in ttie tieef
market. Although ttie total amount of forest in ttie landscape remained approximately constant
from the mid-1980s to ttie early 1990s ttiere was still clearing of dd growth, selectively-logged,
and secondary forests for new pastures, which was tialanced lay regeneration of secondary
growth from areas previously in pasture. Expansion of agricultural areas all txit ceased, and
oil palm plantations were converted to pastures, protiably in response to falling prices
following ttie recession of 1979-1982 (Lehmann 1992).
After 1986 a renewed interest in agriculture initiated a new era wtiereby the breakup
of large rancties was implemented not only by creation of small farms, but also through largescale plantation enterprises. This renewed interest in agriculture coincided with government
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incentives in the late 1980s to encourage diversification of the export eocncmy(Lehnnann
1992). Banana plantations oTttie Standard Fruit Company were established on the alfuvial
plains of the Rfo Sudo around 1990, arxf have continued to expand. Road and txidge
improvements across the Rfo Sudo accompanied this activity. At approximately the same
time pineapple plantations were established in the Sardinal arxf San Gerardo vidnities (Figure
3.19). Aside from the large-scale banana and pineapf)le enterprises, otfier prominent cash
crops in and around ttie study site indude dtrus, palm heart, ornamental plants, and yuca
(Figure 3.20). IDA farmers grow a mix of subsistence crops in addition to cash crops;
improvements in ttie road networic (Figure 3.21) fadfitate ttie transport of cash crops to
martceL For example, fiarnvto^arm odiection by a distritxrtor of cut palm hearts, and their
transportation to ttie processing plant. fadlHale the small-farm production of palm heart
(Figure 3.22). The study area exhitiits a much more diverse pattem of crops grown for exports
compared with ttie bananas and beef of the mid-1980s. In addition, tourism has become an
important source of revenue, with ecotourists attraded to ttie various private reserves and
Brauiio Carrillo National Parle.
Ttie ctianging patterns of land-cover and land-use documented for ttie Sarapiqui
region-ttie rapid deforestation and conversion to extensive cattle ranching, fdlowed by
gradual land-use intensification -are typical of other frontier regions in the lowland Central
American and Amazonian tropics (Sctielhas 1996). However, ttie forces driving ttiese
changes vary at local, national, and regional scales. Factors commonly dted as influencing
ctianges in land-cover and land-use include population/colonization processes, accessitxlity
(roads), and external factors such as government policies and export economies.
Colonization Projects
By 1995 IDA settlements in Sarapiqui occupied approximately 52.000 hectares and
had settled a total of just over 3.400 families on 48 rancties (Gobiemo de Costa Rica 1996).
At the same time an additional 21 groups comprising 1.200 families were squatting on lands
(Figure 3.23). waiting for IDA to purctiase and distritxjte preliniinary titles (Gobiemo de Costa
Rica 1996). Most settlements in Sarapiqui were officially purctiased prior to 1985; stnoe then
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Figure 3.19. A pineapple plantation, with pasture in the
background, near San Gerardo

Figure 3.20. Yuca stems ready for planting
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Figure 3.21. The road bridge over the Rio Sarapiqui at El Roble
(east of La Guaria); roads have been found to be associated with
land-cover change

Figure 3.22. Han/ested palm heart waiting for collection by the
road outside the tim er's home
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Figure 3.23. A squatters camp east of La Guaria: land
redistribution takes place today ttirough organéed land
invasions
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only 50 hectares have been acquired by IDA, despite the need for more land (regional IDA
office. La Virgen, unputW. data).
Most farms in the region employ a variety of land-uses, including cash crops (black
pepper, yuca, pineapple, plantains), pastures, and more recently, reforestation projects
(regional IDA office. La Virgen, unpubi. data). Approximately 80-90% of all small reforestation
projects are carried out on IDA farms. These projects, aimed at IDA farmers, are being
encouraged by the government through sutMldles and provision of legal and technical help (P.
Rojas, pers. comm.). In contrast with extensive cattle ranching where returns on land are low.
the IDA famrs are nxxe intensive and more liteiy to be atWe to assign small areas for tree
planting (Schelhas et al. 1997). Thus, the impact of the breakup of large cattle rancties,
combined with government reforestation incentives, could result in an increase in the number
of small, young forest patcties existing within ttie landscape.
The spatial resolution of ttie Landsat-TM data, and hence the scale of the land-cover
dataset, was not sufficient to isolate the small-scale fanning and tree-planting activities on IDA
farms. However, it is apparent ttiat colonization projects (Figure 3.24) are associated with
non-forested areas, and ttiat ttie land-cover patterns are more fragmented than ttie larger
rancties and plantation lands.
The initial pattem of land-use and road network
The initial pattem of land-use and stmctureof ttie road network establistied by 1960
have persisted to the present day. Patterns of forest clearing radiated out from locations
centered on the road network, which initially followed the major rivers and rich alluvial soils. A
strong association between ttie distrilxJb'on of roads and land-cover was found. In 1992 all
agricultural cropland lay within one kilometer of ttie nearest road, presumably driven by the
need for transportation to carry cash crops to market Forests were located primarily away
from roads, in protected areas, or locations not favored for agriculture. Locations of landcover ctiange were also strongly associated with proximity to roads. Ttiese findings indicate
the importance of local edaphic conditions and transportation/access in enatWing ttie process
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of land-use intensiflcatibn, first from forest to pasture, then pastures to plantation agriculture
and cash crops on small IDA farms.
The relationship between roads and land-cover arKi land-use patterns at the national
scale has t)een documented by Sader and Joyce (1988). The findings presented here
demonstrate that even at local scales roads and landscape patterns are inextricably linked,
regardless of ttie processes at work. Veldkamp et al. (1992) found a similar result when
looking at the locations of roads and deforested areas in a site to ttie east of Sarapiqui.
Elsewhere. Sader (1995; 1994) studied forest-dearinq patterns in thePetén region of
Guatemala and likewise found the existence of roads to be strongly related to patterns of
forest clearing.
Forces driving land-cover change
The processes tfrat shaped ttie pattem of land-use and land-cover changes in ttie
Sarapiqui region since ttie 1960s have changed over time. The initial era of colonization was
driven by the need for land as a result of population increase and pressure for land in ttie rest
of Costa Rica (Hall 1985). A combination of factors can tie attritxited to the deforestation and
the estatilishment of pastures that transpired. Ttiese include i) the availability offorasUand
and improvements in access to the region, ii) organized colonization and land tenure laws
which facilitated the granting of title to land, and Hi) ttie increase in the number of large
ranches, which was driven by ttie boom in the beef export market, originally promoted by
United States' interests (Augelli 1987), and encouraged through Costa Rican government
incentives (see also Butterfield 1994a; Harrison 1991; Pierce 1992b).
From ttie earfy-1980s, alongside continuing colonization, ttie decline in beef exports
combined with the closing of ttie agricultural frontier, lead to ttie txeakup of large rancties.
Continued colonization and establishment of small farms throughout the 1990s, in conjuncfion
with government incentives to diversify the export economy with attemative crops, iead to
increases in ttie area under crops and diversification of agricultural products. Large-sc^
plantation inteœsts furttier promoted conversion of pastures to crops.
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CONCLUSIONS
Driving fbrcM o f change
The three major forces driving land-cover and land-use change at work in the
Sarapiqui region throughout the 1960 to 1996 period were cotonfzatibn processes,
infrastructure development, and changes in export markets. The dosing of the settlemerft
frontier in the mid-1980s, however, also played a keystone role in the patterns of change
(Figure 3.25). These nab'onal-scale forces, working within the context of local factors such as
roads, local edaphic conditions, and historical land-use patterns, lead to the present-day
configuration of land-cover and land-use within the landscape.
The findings of this research suggest three factors which may provide potential
predictors of future LUCC sites; i) road networks, examined within their historical context, ii)
local physical environmental factors wtiich indteate land suitatiility charaderislics for specific
land-uses, and iii) proximity to intensive land-uses and locations of recent land-use changes.
Relatively simple spatial statistical models have been used as predictors of land-cover
changes based on landscape information from periods just prior to those under analysis
(Lambin 1997). A future line of research with this dataset would t» to build a statistical model
including as variatiles i) distance to the nearest road, ii) elevation arxf slope, or soils, arxf iii)
distance to the nearest location of ctiange that occurred tietween 1986 and 1996. Such a
model would higNight areas of potential ctianges, which could ttien tie furttier modeled using
specific variables, indixfing historic factors, deperxiing on ttie type of ctiange under
examination. Although ttiese models can predict future locations of ctiange, the challenges
ahead lie in predicting when ctianges will occur (Lambin 1997), and in integrating the driving
forces of ctiange in ttie models.
Ttie importance of intra-regional studies of land-use ctianges has been emptiasized
by Moran et al. (1994) with respect to different parts of ttie Amazon. Studies investigating the
spatial nature of LUCC for countries in Central America ottier than Costa Rica have tieen
limited, and more larxfscape scale studies are needed to understand the processes of ctiange
occurring in ttie region.
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2000

Methodology
The methodology used in this study demonstrated some of the uses and limitatidns of
Landsat-TM data for characterizing land-cover, and land-cover changes. General limitatidns
include i) the relatively recent (1982) start of Landsat-TM data collection, «which means that for
studies of historical land-cover alternative data sources are required, and ii) the lack of doudfree images for tropical environments, «which is t»sed on the temporal resolution of ttie
satellite. The use of aerial ptiotograptis in this study senred to supplement ttie lack of
availalsie images, t»th historical and more current, and at ttie same time served as reference
data for classifying the Landsat-TM data.
In this study ttie Landsat-TM data «were classified using an unsupervised procedure to
«(tract four general cover-types: forest, pasture, agriculture and scrub. This dassificatidn
scheme «was selected as a function of ttie spatial and spectral resolutions of ttie data, ttie
ability of the unsupervised classification method to extract iarxl-ccver dasses, and ttie sctieme
of the aerial photograph maps. In the mid-1960s this classification sctieme «would have been
adequate to diaracterize ttie predominant ctianges occurring in ttie study site. However, it is
apparent from ctianges ttiat cxxurred in ttie study site in ttie 1990s ttiat, alttiough ttie larxicover changes assodated with ttie larger-scale plantation enterprises «were detected well, the
finer-scale ctianges assodated «with mixed agriculture cxi IDA farms «went undetected, despite
comprising an important aspect of change «wittiin ttie landscape. Thus, ttie ability of ttiese
data to characterize present-day land-cover changes in ttie study site was dependent on the
scale at which ttie individual ctianges were occurring. It stiould tie noted, liowwever, ttiat ttie
landscape fragmentation statistics did provide an indication of ttie irxxeased degree of
fragmentation ttiat accompanied ttiese ctianges. As landscapes in ttie tropics tiecome more
fragmented, and land-uses more intensive and diverse, ttiere is a need for finer resolution
remote sensing data (finer twth spectrally and spatially). Ttie timely launch of Landsat-7, with
ttie collection of panchromatic 15-meter resolutibn data, may provide data capatile of
detecting such ctianges. A future study oftNs type would tienefitfrom using a multi-acale
approach, employing a combination of Landsat-TM data to extract more general land-cover
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changes ever a larger area, and taidng adtrantage of the spatial patterns that can be detected,
in comtNnation with (iner-resolution data to identify more detailed ctianges.
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CHAPTER 4
COMPARISON OF DIGITAL SPECTRAL PATTERN RECOGNITION
CHANGE-DETECTION METHODS
INTRODUCTION
An important application of satellite remote sensing is the detection and monitonng of
land-cover and land-cover changes. Before the advent and devetopment of commercial
satellite sensors, aerial photographs were the primary data source for change-detection
studies, and aerial photographs are still used for such research (e g Kadmon and HarariKremer 1999; Turner 1990). However, aerial ptwlographs are expensive and often dfficultto
acquire, especially in remote areas. Improvements in sateHte remote sensing, glotial
positioning systems, and geographic information technologies in the past decade have vastly
facilitated the collection of land-cover data and the integration of rftfHerent data types, and this
is reflected in the numtier of studies using satellite remote sensing data to detect land-cover
and land-cover changes.
Success of research using satellite remote sensing for change-detection however, has
tjeen variat)ie due to prot)lems associated with image-processing techniques and
interpretation of results. Many dftferent strategies exist to compare digital satellite data from
two or more dates for detecting change. Several authors have assessed performances and
accuracies of these different image processing techniques (e g. El-Raey, Nasr, and El-Hattab
1995; Howarth and Wfdcware 1981; Madeod and Congalton 1998; Martin and Howarth 1989;
Mas 1999; Price, Fyke, and Mendes 1992; Siljestrom Ribed and Lopez 1995; Singh 1986).
Others have investigated performances of data derived from (Afferent sensors to detect
change (e g. Basb'n, Pickup, and Pearce 1995; Csaplovics 1992; Lazano-Garda et al. 1995;
Martin and Howarth 1989; Sader et al. 1989). However, the many different methods, data
types, and environments investigated prevent extraction of generalized conclusions from
much of this research (Estes, Stow, and Jensen 1982; Singh 1989). E)œeptions include the
studies by Singh (1986) and. more recently. Mas (1999). which quantitatively compared
performances of change-detection algorithms using Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS)
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data for detecting changes in a forested environment in northeastern India, and a coastal
tropical environment in Mexico, respectively. Also, Madeod and Congalton (1998) compared
different methods using Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) data for detecting changes in
sutxnerged aquatic vegetation for a study site in the northeastern United States, and Fung
(1990) compared mettiods using TM-data for a rural-urban environment in Ontario, Canada.
The main condusion to be drawn from results of these studies is ttrat performances of
different mettiods vary with environment (see also Singh 1989).
More research is needed investigating ttie responses of difterent environments and
also spedfic ctiange types (see Fung 1990) to ctiange-detection algorithms. TNs paper
compares some of ttie standard change-detection image processing techniques fo ra lowland
tropical forested environment (i.e. ttie site in norttieastem Costa Rica), which is experiendng a
variety of ctianges typical of many lowland tropical environments. Ttie requirement for more
comparable local and regional land-cover and land-use ctiange studies in tropical
environments tias tieen discussed in Chapter 1, and puts emptiasis on ttie need for more
detailed information on performances of dfforent ctiange-detection mettiods for ttie tropics.
Through investigating standard techniques, results of this study are not only comparatWe with
those of Singh (1986), Mas (1999), Madeod and Congalton (1998), and Fung (Fung 1990),
but also provide information for promoting a standardized mettiodology for ctiange-detection
of specific ctiange types in lowland tropical environments. This research expands on Singh’s
and Mas’ work using Landsat-MSS data in lowland tropical environments to detect land-cover
changes, through investigating the performance of the higher resoiution Landsat-TM data for
an area in the Caritibean lowlands of Costa Rica.
DIGITAL METHODS OF CHANGE-DETECTION
Ctianges in iand cover are determined by analyzing multi-temporal data sets, whether
analog or digital, to detect ctianges ttiat have occurred between dates of data acquisition.
Implementation of ctiange-detectkxi requires consideration of specific factors besides ttiose
necessary for single-date analyses (Table 4.1). Digital ctiange-detection techniques are
based on spectral and/or spatial pattem recognition through changes in radiance values, and
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Table 4.1. General considerations In spectral pattem-recognitlon change detection
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Data issues,
transformation, and
integration
i) Georeferencing and
rectification: accuracy of
GCPs, conflation
polygons.

ii) Differences in external
factors; atmospheric, sun
angle and distance,
topography.
Ill) Sensor differences:
spatial, spectral,
radiometric resolutions;
sensor aberrations.

ctiange analysis

Interpretation of ctiange

I) Selection of changedetection algorithm.

I) Change classification
scheme.

ii) Change threshold
selection.

ii) Spatial and temporal
resolutions.

Ill) Spectral distinctness
of land-cover/iand-cover
change classes,

Ill) Position errors:
boundary errors from
misreglstations, edge
pixels, landscape
fragmentation effects,

iv) Spectral distinction
between classes and
external noise
V) Computing resources

Iv) Thematic errors

Accuracy assessment

I) Sample vs. continuous
assessment; sample size,
sampling scheme,
ii) Selection of accuracy
statistics,
iii) Reference data
accuracies,
Iv) Spatial
autocorrelation.

involve four steps: i) data transformation and image integration. K) ctiange analysis, iii)
production of ctiange maps, and iv) accuracy assessment
Data transformation and image integration
Change-detection involves analysis and comparison of images taken at different
times, sometimes from sensors with different spatial, spectral and radiometric resolutions.
Data must be reconciled to compatible formats, and any noise and external effects in ttie
images identified and removed. Accuracy of any ctiange analysfe ttiat directly compares pixel
values, or enhancements ttiereof. will depend on success of image integration.
Many pre-processing corrections are common to all or most procedures that use
satellite data, such as removal of noise as a result of malfunctioning detectors, image edgematching. and projection transfonnations. Of particular importance to ctiange-detection are i)
radiometric calibration of data values from dHferent sensors, ii) correction of deferences in sun
elevation, earth-sun distance and atmosptieric condtiions, iii) normalization of differential
effects of topography, and iv) resampling fordiffererwes in spatial and spectral resolution
between sensors. Ideally ttie data are derived from ttie same sensor (Ullesand and Kiefer
1994), thereby eliminating protilems arising from tSfferences in radiometric, spatial, and
spectral resolutions (points i) and iv)). Alternatively, data from dHferent sensors may need
converting to atisolute radiance values (Ullesand and Kiefer 1994). Differences in sun angle,
illumination and atmosptieric conditions can tie reconciled through radiometric normalization
of the data using one of a variety of techniques, such as regressing pixel values of one image
to a master" image t»sed on unctianged pixels (Satxns 1978; Sctiott. Salvaggio, and Vblctiok
1988). PrDtWems related to topographic effects are discussed tiy Coitiy and Keattng (1998).
During single4mage analyses it may not be necessary to precisely register an image,
however wtiere two or more images are to be analyzed tiased on corresponding pixel values it
becomes of paramount importance to precisely co-register ttie images (Singh 1989). A variety
of registration aigorittims exist (see Fonseca and Marijunath 1996), ttie most common using
least squares with resampling, such as nearest neightior, bilinear interpolation, or cutiic
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convolution. A general mie for aocurate change-detection is to ensure registration to within %
to !4 pixel (Ullesand and Kiefer 1994).
Theaccuracy of registratibn\Mll depeiKl on coordinate accuracy of control points
and/dr image coordinates (Clavet, Lassene. and Poulidt 1993; Cook and Finder 1996).
Improved accuracies and lowered costs of using ttie global positioning system (GPS) are
promoting increasing use of this technology for ground control for registration. A common
prot)iem in registration is the occurrence of small txxjtxlary position errors resulting in
conflation polygons ((Aronoff 1991), which should not be mistaken for areas of ctiange in
subsequent analyses.
Change analyses
Spectral patterrwecognition change-detection techniques use one or more of
enhancement, comparison, classification, and differencingfsutjtraction algorithms. The most
commonly-used methods for ctiange-detection using satellite data include postdassification
comparison (Figure 4.1 b), dimct multi-date dassification, image dHterendng techniques (with
e g. univariate bands, principal components, image ratioing (i.e. Normalized Difüerence
Vegetation Index), and image regression)(Figure 4.1a), image ratioing, change vector
analysis, and multi-date prindpal components analysis {MPCA)(TakAe 4.2). Descriptions of
ttiese methods are a v a lis e in various sources such as Ullesand and Kiefer (1994), arxl
Singh (1989). Ctiange vector analysis is described in detail by Johnson and Kasischke
(1998), and Fung and LeOrew descnte tfie use of principal components analysis for ctiange
detection (Fung and LeDrew 1987). Selection of a ctiange-detection method will depend on
the purpose of ttie analysis, ttie availatxiity and type of data, and computing resources.
The different ctiange-detection strategies produce different types of results (Table
4.2). Ttie classification techniques produce ctiange maps of (ffferent ctiange categories, that
is, they give trom-to" ctiange dass information. Ttiese techniques require knowledge of the
study area in order to label the categories, wtiettier for dired multi-dde dassification, or
separate classification of ttie indhridual dates prior to postdassification comparison.
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a) image differendng
Input data time.

Input data tim ^ "

Diflerendng image

Change ma

recode

calculate threshold

Cbwo classes:
change or no-change)

b) Postclassification comparison
Input data timeg

Input data time.

i

ClassiScation

Land-covertime,

Land-cover time;

Overlay
Land-cover change map
(‘from-to’ change classes)

Figure 4.1. Schematics showing image differendng and postdassification comparison
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Table 4.2. Standard change-detection methods
Method
Postdassification
comparison

Options
Unsupeivised
dassification, supervised
dassification

Univariate image
differencing

Any band

Enhanced image
differencing

Data transformations
(e.g. filters, prindpal
components)
Ratio indices (e.g. NDVI)
Image regression
Band ratios
Index ratios

Image ratioing

Direct multi-date
dassification

Unsupeivised
dassification, supervised
dassification

Multidate prindpal
components
analysis

Unstandardized PGA
Standardized PGA
Selective PGA

Change vedor
analysis

Enhancements/
transforms

Description
Overlay separate
classifications of images
taken at different times
resulting in a change
dassification
Subtrad pixel values of
timei from values of timez,
and interpret using a
change/no-change
threshold
Gondud image differendng
on enhanced data layers
from timei and timez
Calculate the ratio of bands
or indices of timei to timoz,
and interpret using a
change/no-change
threshold
Combine bands from timei
and timez in a single image,
and dassify generating a
change dassification
Combine bands from timei
and timez in a single image,
and calculate prindpal
components. Interpret
using a change/no-change
threshold
Calculate tdal spedral
change magnitude and
direction between timei and
timez. Interpret magnitude
using a change/no-change
threshold.
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Outcome
From-to
change
dasses
Change/
no-change
dasses
Change/
no-change
dasses
Change/
no-change
dasses
From-to
change
dasses
Change/
no-change
dasses

Change/
no-change
dasses with
direction of
change
infonnation

The dMerendng and ratiotng technk^ies, on the other hand, do not require a priori or
a posteriori knowledge of the study area in order to extract potential change hot-spots, but
provide only ‘change’ and no-ctiange’ informalion. If krxxwledge of ttie site is available and
more detailed ctiange information is required, howrever. it is possible to dassify ttwse pixels
identified as having ctianged using a binary masking and dassification technique (e g. Mas
1999).
The use of prindpal components analysis in ctiange detection, arxt change vector
analysis, are corx*ptually more complex tftan the dassificafion and dWferendng mettiods.
Prindpal components need to be evaluated with care, and because ttie technique is scenedependent, the proportion of change in the study area must be small compared with ttie area
ofnochange (Fung axidLeOrew 1987). The use of non-standardized versus standardized
components also requires consideration t»sed on ttie ctiaracteristics of ttie data (Fung and
LeDrew1987). Ctiange vedor analysis generates information concerning the length and
direction of spectral ctianges, which potentially provides more information atxxjt weas of
change than the diffetendng algorittims.
Various techniques drcumvent some of ttie image integration issues descritied atxrve.
For instance, wtiere atmospheric and radiation differences tietween images cannot be
corrected using pre-processing techniques, postdassification comparison may be considered
most suitable tiecause ttie independent classification of images minimizes such differences
(Singh 1989). This method is also useful wtiere different data types are used in analysis, such
as aerial photographs and satellite imagery, or wtiere radiometric calibration is not possible
(Massart, Petillon. and Wolff 1995). Alternatively. AfPCA can separate atmosptieric and
radiation differences and noise into the first principal component, while real ctianges in land
cover are represented in ttie minor components (Singh 1989). Topographic effects and
normalized differences in irradiance can tie corrected using ratio image dUferendng wtiereby a
ratio index, such as a vegetation index, is used in ttie flffferendng analysis (Singh 1986).
Various indices such as ratio vegetation index. NDVI. and transformed vegetation index, exist.
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With these spectral pattem-recogniticxi techniques spectral changes resulting fiom
land-cover changes must be large with respect to changes caused by external factors, such
as atmospheric eCTects, sensor differences, and differences in sun angle and season. In
addition, some techniques such as

multi-date classification and change vector anatysHs,

are more sensitive to the degree of spectral distinctness between change classes (Lillesand
and Kiefer 1994).
PCA with image d'rfferenang or knaga ratioing is useful for reducing redundancy of
information (e g. Estes. Stow, and Jensen 1982; Singh 1986). Another use of PCA is to apply
it to the results of direct multi-date dassiRcation to reduce the many classes with redundancy
that tNs technique produces (Singh 1989).
Results and interpretation off changes
Wfien interpreting changes it must be remembered that change-detection techniques
identify changes between two discrete points in time, and that any intermediate changes
occurring between those points will not be documented, although they may constitute a valid
component of the change process. Thus, suitatrle temporal scale is key to success of change
detection. Likewise, suitability of spatial resolution of the sensor must t)e confirmed for the
purpose in hand (Estes, Stow, and Jensen 1982); if the spatial resolution is too coarse then
there is a danger of identifying contiguous areas of change that are too large,
i) Qassification methods
The resolution of a change classification scheme is determined by the spectral
distinctness of change classes for direct multi-date classifications, and tfie original bmd-cover
classifications for postdassification cotrjparison. One advantage of methods employing
classification is that they can t)e tailored to only treating change classes of interest (Massart,
Petillon, and Wolff 1995).
Uncertain dass boundaries are a protrlem with dassification techniques, and will
affect change results. These uncertainties arise from a comtrinalion of misregistralion errors,
unsharpfundear tMundaries on the ground, and protrlems in dassification of mixed or edgepixels. The predskxi with which iMundaries can be determined on the ground wili determine
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the maximum accuracy level possible in ttie corresponding change map. Some boundaries
can be more difficult to define than oltiers on the ground, such as transitions across different
vegetation types. Even witNn the same classification, ability to define txxjndaries between
different classes may vary. This situation becomes more complex wtien dealing with changes
between classes of different txxjndary characteristics. Consequently it seems logical that as
landscapes become more fragmented, accuracy will decline as a result of boundary
uncertainties. Edwards and Lowell (1996) provide a good cfiscussibn of txxjndary
uncertainties.
ii) Differencing and ratioing mettiods
With image differendng and image ratidng ttie ctiange results will depend on ttie
chosen threstidds of ctiange. Selection of ctiange/ho-changethrestiolds is somewtiat
artiitrary. Class txxjndaries are generally chosen based on band statistics. For example, in
image differendng a 'difKerenced' distribution of pixel values is generated which approximates
a normal cun/e, with ctiange pixels lying in ttie tails of ttie distritxrtion, and no-ctiange values
lying dose to zero (Singh 1989). Ttie ctiange threstiofd is generally ctiosen as a function of
the standard deviation. In image ratidngthe ratio of digital numtiers are calculated fiom two
images, resulting in a new image with pixel values dose to one for areas of no-ctiange, and
higher or iower numtiers for areas of ctiange (Ullesand and Kiefer 1994). Again, a threstioid
value must be selected to dassify change/no-change areas.
Accuracy assessment
The final step in ctiange-detection is assessment of the accuracy of the resulting
change information. It is only since ttie eariy 1980s ttiat research tias focussed on mettiods of
assessing accuracy of single-date satellite-derived dassificafions, which have been adopted
for ctiange-detection assessments. Knowledge of ttie accuracy, arxl ttie limitations, of data
provided by remote sensing methods is increasingly important given ttie widespread use and
ever-increasing complexity of remote sensing mettiods being used. Congalton (1991) and
Congalton and Green (1999) provide excellent treatments of assessing dassification
accurades with remote sensing data, induding discussions on sampling sctiemes, sample
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sizes, and spatial autocorrelalion. The purpose of an accuracy assessment is to ensure that
the required accuracy is being attained, and if necessary, to revise classification schemes to
meet the accuracy requirements (Congalton arxf Green 1999). Classification accuracy
assessments are based on contingency tables (error matrices) comparing classified vwith
reference data. A method of presenting results specifically for change-detection error
matrices was recently described by Madeod and Congalton (1998).
Any assessment depends on the quality of ttie reference data. AffbrdatWe GPS can
provide sutMneter ground control point (GCP) position accuracies using differential
corrections which are suitatilefor most satellite remote sensing land-cover studies using
Landsat or SPOT (Système Pour rotiservalion de la Terre) data. Indeed. Cook and Pirxler
(1996) suggest ttiat GCP accuracies better than 4 m are not required because ttie
corresponding pixel coordinates cannot tie measured with greater accuracy (at least with
Landsat-TM and SPOT data). Performance of GPS tiowever. varies depending on ttie
environment (Oeckert and Bdstad 1996). In closed forests, for example, ttie ability to record
positions may tie reduced due to signal otistruction through dense carxipies.
Because ttie emptiasis in ctiange-detection is on events ttiat tiappened some time in
ttie past, reference data are often derived from aerial ptiotograph interpretations, old maps,
and ottier historical sources. Ideally the accuracy of ttie reference data stiould tie known,
however, ttiere is often no way to assess these data.
SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING OF LOWLAND TROPICAL ENVIRONMENTS
Concern atxxjt glotial effects of deforestation, biomass buming, and population
increases in the tropics has meant ttiat research with satellite remote sensing in the tropics
has increased in recent years (Brondizio et al. 1996). leading to a tietter urxferstanding cf
responses of tropical environments to remote sensing. Historically, researctiers working with
single-date imagery reported poor results in distinguistiing tietween types/ages of tropical
forests at local levels using Landsat-MSS and NOAA's Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) data (Brondizio et ai. 1996). The higtier resolution Landsat-TM data,
however, have been found to be useful in distinguishing different tropical vegetation types
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(e g. Adams et al. 1995; Brondizio et al. 1996; Skde and Tucker 1993; Steininger 1996).
Some authors hare had môced results, for example Sader et ai. (1989) fourni that NDVI with
Landsat-TM were not capat)le of predicting forest successional age. and Massart et al. (1995)
found that in Zaire evergreen forest was the only vegetation type distinguishable from other
vegetation types including savanna, woodland and fields. Otherfindings show that multi-date
analyses give good results (Lambin 1996; Lucas et al. 1993). especially when combined with
detailed ground and ecological data (Brondizio et al. 1996). and Sader (1995) concluded that
forest types and forest change are "highly detectat)le" using multi-temporal remote sensing.
ProtWems associated with detecting land-cover and land-cover ctianges in lowland
tropical environments using satellite remote sensing arise from the difficulty in distinguishing
between tropical vegetation types, which is rooted in ttie complexity and structure of tropical
vegetation communities. High species richness and associated lack of dominance of tropical
vegetation types, comtxned with scant knowledge of tree ptienologies. provide few dues or
detectable patterns from satellite data. This is further compounded by weak seasonal patterns
in many parts of ttie lowland tropics, which prevent use of seasonal differences in
distinguishing vegetation types. However, even weak seasonal ctianges may affect results of
ctiange-detection. and Lamtx'n (1996) warns ttiat it is important to filter out ttiese effects, which
may be greater than longer-term ctianges.
Increased landscape fragmentation is a usual consequence of development in ttie
tropics, as large areas of land become deforested and given over to different land uses. Thus,
studies in ttie tropics looking at ctianges over several years or decades will need to consider
changing landscape ctiaracteristics wtien assessing accurades of ctiange analyses. Such
increased fragmentation will affect boundary errors as described above.
Additional protWems assodated with remote sensing of tropical environments indude
i) the scarcity ofdoud-free data, which mates ttie use of anniversary dates sometimes
impossible (Mas 1999). ii) the difficulty in obtaining historic reference data of known accuracy,
and iii) ttie dfficulty in obtaining ground reference data due to limited access.
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PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH
The objective of this study was to identify which method(s) reliably detect land-cover
changes in the study area in northeastern Costa Rica, through evaluating the performance of
selected remote sensing image-processing techniques using Larxlsat-TM data. The methods
evaluated were posfc/assflficatnn comparison, and image differencing for th&Mme period 1986
to 1996. These techniques were selected t)ecause I) ttrey include txjth classification and
differendng algorithms, ii) they have been investigated in similar studies but with different
sensor data and/or in different environments by Singh (1986), Mas (1999), Madeod and
Congalton (1998), and Fung (1990), and iii) they represent standard, conceptually simple
techniques. The enhancements investigated with rSfferendng induded NDVI, Tasseied Cap
and PCA. The NDVI and Tasseied Cap were selected because the study area is primarily
vegetated, and these indioes/transfdrms are designed for discriminating vegetation. PCA was
selected to determine if there was any underlying change information in ttie images that was
not detected using univariate band differenang and vegetation transform diffiarencing. Results
of these methods were compared with change maps compiled from existing aerial
photography, in combination with field data and auxiliary information.
METHODS
Data Sources
Landsat-TM data from two dates. 1986 and 1996, were used for these analyses (see
Table 2.1). Both images were recorded by the same Themafic Mapper sensor on tx»rd
Landsat5.
Reference data for use in classification and accuracy assessments were derived from
a variety of sources. The 1986 data were referenced using the 1983 and 1992 land-cover
maps derived from aerial photographs described in Chapter 2, in combination with a color
composite display of the 1986 image. The use of the 1983 and 1992 land-cover maps In
conjunction with the display of the image allowBd temporal logic to be used in interpreting
areas that had changed between 1983 and 1986. The 1996 data were referenced using the
GPS ground-reference data gathered in July and August 1997, in combination with color
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composite displays of the 1996 image and the 1997 Landsat-TM image of the area (Table
2.1). Similarly, temporal logic was applied in interpreting areas that had changed since the
1996 image was recorded and the collection of ground reference data in 1997.
In addition to these reference sources, the map resulting from the 1986-1996 overlay
analyses described in Ctrapter 3 was used as a ‘reference classification' for visual
comparisons of locations of change, and for aiding in selection of tfie reference sample for
accuracy assessments (see tielow). This reference classification was derived from
intersecting unsupervi^ classifications of 1986 and 1996 land-cover, which fiad been edited
based on refererwe data from the aerial photograph interpretations, yielding overall accuracies
85% and 89%, with Kappa coefficients of 0.79 and 0.83, respectively (Figure 4.2).
Study area
A subset of the study site, comprising 107168 pixels (8705 ha), was selected based
on three doud-ffee areas on tfie 1996 Landsat-TM image (Figure 4.3). Thirteen of tfie
potential sixteen ctiange classes (t»ased on tfie reference das8ification)(Table 4.3) were
represented in the sutiset area, and seven of these dasses encompassed an area of greater
tfian 100 fiectares. Tfie other six dasses were not well represented in tfie study area.
Discussion of tfie analyses will tie primarily restrided to the seven well-represented dasses.
Landsat-TM data pre-processing
Image pre-processing steps, induding the generation of initial scene sutisets,
georeferendng and rectificatidn procedures, radiometric normalization of ttie 1996 and 1986
images, and removal of douds and doud sfiadows, are fully described in Cfiapter 2.
important oonsiderab'ons for tfiese analyses were accurate rectification to within 0.5 pixel of
the two images, and normalization of tfie data values.
Preparation of data layers
i) Postdassification comparison
Unsupervised dassificatidns of the 1986 and 1996 images were generated using 100
initial dasses as described in Cfiapter 2. The dassifications were filtered using a 3x3 window
majority filter to eliminate speckling. Tfie resulting image files were subsequently vectorized,
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Figure 4.2. Land-cover change map from 1906 to 1996, derived from Landsat-TM data using
aerial photographs as reference
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Table 4.3. Class areas based on the reference classification for the subset area
Area (hectares)
Number o f pixels
Change class
2499
30770
P-P
296
3639
Ag-Ag
3532
43488
F-F
0
0
*So-Sc
825
10163
P-Ag
583
7178
P-F
0.6
7
*P-Sc
151
1865
Ag-P
26
326
•Ag-F
6
74
•Ag-Sc
535
6585
F-P
5
67
•F-Ag
0
0
•F-Sc
35
431
•SoP
0
0
•Sc-Ag
100
1226
•Sc-F
P, pasture; Ag, agriculture; F. forest; Sc, scrub.
* Classes comprising ^ 100 ha in the reference classification.
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and minimum mapping units of 3 hectares were applied. The resulting unedited dassificatidns
were used for this analysis (as opposed to the oorrected/’edited ‘reference’ dassificalions used
for the change analyses in Chapter 3).
il) Image differendng
The Nonnalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Tasseied Cap transfomnation,
and non-standardized prindpal components, were calculated for tfie radiometricallynormaitzed 1986 and 1996 data fortfie common area extent of ttie time-series dataset Tfie
common area extent was cfiosen to provide a realistic range of data values, as opposed to tfie
small area of tfie sutset analyses, fortfie scene-dependent prindpal components analysis.
NDVI contrasts tfie neaNnffared arxf visitWe tiands. and is widely used for detection of
healthy vegetation, or greenness', t»sed on vegetation reflectances that are high in the nearinfrared portion of the spectrum, and low in the visitile wavefengtfis:

N D J'I -

" ^üm /3(re<f)
Band4(NIR) + Band3(red)

Tfie Tasseied Cap transformation uses a set of linear oomtiinations to rotate data in
spectral space along one of several axes designed for vegetation studies (Crist and Cicone
1984; ERDAS 1995). The original transformation, descritied three axes: brightness
incorporates reflectances of all bands and is related to soil txigfitness, greenness Is similar to
NDVI in contrasting visitWe and near-infrared t»nds, and wetness is related to soil and canopy
moisture (Ullesand and Kiefer 1994) and is related primarily to tfie mid-infrared tiand 5 and 7
(Crist and Cicone 1984).
Prindpal components differendng will only work if tfie components contain similar
information, which requires tfiat tfie proportion of cfiange in tfie study area be small (Fung and
LeDrew 1987). Tfie eigen matrices (Apperxtix A) for the non-standardized components
demonstrated tfiat tfie components are showing tfie same information for both dates, tfiereby
justifying the use of separate computation of non-standardized principal components with
differencing as a valid metfiod to test.
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Change Analyses
i) Postclassification Comparison
The classified vector layers were overlaid (intersected) and polygons less than 3
hectares, resulting from boundary errors and small change fragments, were elirninated.
ii) Image differendng
Image differenang was conducted through subtracting the prepared data layers of the
1986 data from the 1996 data The resulting files were re-scaled to unsigned 8-bit files using
a minimum/maximum stretch in IMAGINE. The minimum/maximum stretch was selected
rather than a starxJard deviation stretch because in change-detection the pixel values at the
tail ends of tfie distribution are of interest in that they represent change. Ttie re-scaled 8-bit
files permitted easy viewing and later re-coding of tfie files.
All difference fxands/components and frequency Nstograms were examined visually.
A common threstioid of one standard deviation was selected fortfie change/no-change
classes, through visual assessment of different starxjard deviations in conjunction with color
composites of the Landsat-TM images. This visual evaluation was supported by
comprehensive quantitative experiments by Fung and Ledrew (1988), who found tfie optimal
threslTold tiased on tfie highest Kappa coefficient to tie 1.0 for three cfiangeKletection
algoritfuns, and 0.9 arxl 1.1 for two otfiers. Tfie selection of a common standard deviation
threshold was based on the desire to standardize the methodology, and ves possible because
the data were normally or near-normaliy distributed. Cfiange/no-cfiange classes using one
standard deviation thresfioids were visually assessed for each tiand/component, and tfie most
promising tiarxis in terms of performance based on visual evaluations, were selected and re
coded to cfiange arxl no-change classes (Tatile 4.4). No attempt was made to assign fromto' identifiers to tfie final change classifications because the purpose here was to evaluate how
well tfiese different metfxxis detected cfiange. and any further processing could have
introduced uncertainties during assessment of the results. Tfie re-coded changefno-cfiange
maps were filtered using a 3x3 window majority filter to eliminate speckling.
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Table 4.4. Standard deviation change thresholds used in image differendng
Mean +1 SD (b)
M ean-1 SO (a)
Mean
Input layer
226
178
202
TM band 2 differendng
236
186
211
TM band 3 differendng
195
129
182
TM band 5 differendng
205
177
148
TM band 7 differendng
129
104
78
NDVI differendng
181
152
123
PCA component 1 differendng
180
117
149
PCA component 2 differendng
190
136
163
Tasselled Cap transform 1 differendng
121
94
67
Tasselled Cap transform 2 differendng
112
58
85
Tasselled Cap transform 3 differendng
SD = Standard deviation; values < a represent change; values ^ a and ^ b represent no
change; values > b represent change.
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Accuracy assessments
t) Contingency tables and Kappa statistics
The perfonmances of the different change-detection methods were assessed using
standard contingency tables. Accuracy statistics «dracted included overall accuracy (%) for
each method (this provides information concerning the diagonal (correctly classified) elements
of the matrix only), and user's & producer's accuracies per category.
The Kappa coefficient of agreement (khat) was calculated for each method using ttie
following equation from Hudson (1987):

and r = number of rows/columns in the error matrw, N = total nuntoer of samples, x# = cell
value in row i. column i of ttie error matrix,

summation of row i, and x«{S summation of

column I. This statistic, unlike overall accuracy, incorporates information from the cSagonal
and off-diagonal (incorrectly classified) elements of the matrix, and is commonly the preferred
measure of overall accuracy (Congalton 1991).
Z-scores based on ttie approximate large-sample variance of Kappa for each matrix
were calculated to test for differences from a random result
a) Large-sample variance, from Hudson (1987):

1 k ( l - a . ) , 2 (l-g .X 2 g A -g .) ,
'

( i- e j

f—i

IN

W

|»i

W

for x,j = cell value in row i. column j of the error matrix,

fwi

^

y=i
= summation of row j. and Xm -

summation of column i.
b) Z-soore:
Z«
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Z-scores for paivwise comparison of matrices based on Kappa analysis to test for
statistical differences tietween matrices were calculated as foRows (from Congalton (1983);
tC ,-K 2

ylàf-i-àl
The error matrices were constructed using a sample of points as opposed to
continuous pixel-to-pixel assessments. Althougfi continuous assessments are generally
considered superior to sampling, errors would tiave been introduced as a result of i) txxjndary
errors in the reference classification, ii) ttie three hectare minimum mapping unit of ttie
reference classification, and iii) errors in ttie reference classification itself. Instead, a sample
was selected which permitted avoidance of edges, spurious pixels, and careful interpretation
of each sample point using all refererx* information at hand.
A stratified random sampling sctieme was used for selection of ttie reference sample.
Whereas the only sampling sctieme that fully satisfies the requirements for the estimation of
the standard error of Kappa is simple random sampling (SRS)(Stehman 1992), a simple
random sample often neglects classes that are rare in a landscape. The use of a stratified
sample ensures adequate representation of all classes, and Congalton (1988) has stxiwn ttiat
stratified random sampling performs well wtiere small areas need to tie represented. A simple
random sample of 300 points was generated and compared with a stratified random sample of
300 points. Ttie stratified random sample provided more complete representation of the
change classes than ttie simple random sample. Ttie effects of using stratified sampling on
estimation of Kappa has not tieen studied, however Stetmnan (1992) did firxl the effects of
using systematic sampling on estimation of ktiat to be small. Based on ttiese considerations,
it was decided to use ttie stratified random sampling scheme in order to maximize
representation of ctiange classes in ttie sample.
The stratified sample was selected based on a rasterized version of the reference
change classification. TNs ensured that most change classes were adequately represented in
the sample. Sample site selection criteria required that each sample pixel be completely
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surrounded by pixels of the same dass to avoid isolated pixels (i.e. a 3x3 majority window with
a 9 pixel majority threshold).
Various papers have been written concerning the minimum sample size necessary for
accuracy assessment (e g Ginevan 1979; Hay 1979; Rosenfield. Fltzpatridc-Uns, and Ling
1982), however often the statistical requirements for sample sizes are impractical, espedaliy
when dealing with a change error matrbc which can comprise large numbers of dasses. A
sample size of 50 per dass is recommended as a good general guideline for ensuring an
adequate sample in eadi cell of a matrix by Congalton (1991). however ttiis can still represent
a prohibitively large sample when dealing with large matrices. Based on the relatively small
area being assessed (8705 ha), and dangers assodated with spatial autocorrelation, a sample
size of 300 was chosen. This represented 150 samples per dass for ttie diange/no-change
matrices, but only 20-25 samples per dass in ttie trom-to" dassification.
A sample of 300 points was selected and both change/no-change and from-to change
dass reference values were assigned to each point Points that fell in areas of water, on
pixels obviously affeded by haze or doud shadows, or which txxdered cover types, were
eliminated, resulting in a final sample o f290 points. The numtier of points varied for each
dass. ranging from two for the rarest dass to 105 for the forest dass. Ttie majority of dasses
were represented by ten or more points.
ii) Performances of diffsrendng algorithms in detecting indvidual ctiange dasses
The perfonnances of the differendng algorithms in detecting différent types of landcover change were assessed through extracting the percentages of correctly dassified pdnts
for each change dass of ttie 290-point reference sample.
iii) Comparison of ctiange-detection performance across differendng methods
The locations of changefno-change dasses deteded by ttie indnridual dffierendng
algorittims were compared across mettiods to ascertain wtiettier certain types of ctiange were
more consistently detected ttian others. Ttiis was achieved fay generating an image file of
pixel values equal to the number of mettiods ttiat identified each pixel as ctiange (Figure 4.4).
and evaluating ttie result based on ctiange dasses of ttie referenoe dassification.
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Figure 4.4. Schematic showing procedure to compare corresponding classified pixels
across methods
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RESULTS
The different change detecfion methods all identified similar areas of cfiange. but all
differed in tfie extent and precise demarcadon of the areas (Figures 4.5 to 4.15). Tfie
postdassification comparison analysis (Figure 4.5) identified generally larger and more
contiguous areas of cfiange tfian tfie cffferendng afgoritfims. as would tie expected from data
which fiad been vectorized and polygons less than 3 fiectares eliminated.
Contingency tables and Kappa statistics
I) Cfiange/no-cfiange accuracies
Error matrices are listed in Appendbc B. Tfie 290-point referenoe sample represented
ten change classes, of which scruti-to-pasture and scrutMo-forest were inadequately sampled
with < 5 points.
The overall percentage accuracy and Kappa coefficients of tfie cfiange/no-cfiange
classifications sfiowed tfie postdassification comparison technique to fiave performed better
than tfie differendng algoritfims (Talile 4.5). Rank performances of tfie overall accuracy and
Kappa analyses fortfie differendng algoritfims were nearly consistent, with univariate midinfrared bands 7 and 5 performing tfie best overall, and tfie NOVI and Tasseied Cap
greenness axis performing tfie worst
All error matrices were found to be highly significantly diffierent from a random result at
tfie 95% level. Pa'oMse comparisons of tfie cfiange/no-cfiange error matrices sfiowed
postdassification comparison to tie significantly tietter tfian all the otfier mettiods, and tfie
second Tasseied Cap transform to fiave performed significantly poorer tfian all otfier mettiods
(Table 4.6). TM-tiand 2 and tfie mid-infrared tiands performed significantly tietter tfian tfie
NDVI; the first and tfvrd Tasseied Cap transforms and tfie first and second principal
components did not yield significantly different results from each otfier.
User's and producer's accuracies fortfie cfiange/no-cfiange classes for all mettiods
are summarized in Table 4.7. Tfie producer's accuracy reflects errors of omission, wfiereas
tfie user's accuracy reflects errors of commission (Story and Congalton 1986). Tfie producer's
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Figure 4.11. Locations of change identified using Principal Component 1 differandng
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Figure 4.12. Locations of change identified using Principal Component 2 dHferend ng
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Figure 4.13. LocaBons of change identified using Tasaeied Cap brightness axis diflerencing
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Figure 4.14. Locations of change identified using Taweeiod Cap greenness dWfefendng
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Figure 4.15. Locations of change identified using Tasaeied Cap wetness axis dHferendng
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Table 4.5. Overall accuracy and Kappa coefficients based on cbange/no-cftange classes
Method

Overall accuracy
based on sample
o f290 points (a)
0.85
0.80
0.78
0.80
0.81
0-76
0 79
0.80
0-78

Kappa coeffident
based on sample
o f290 points (b)
0.60
0.38
0.30
0.39
0.41
0.26
0.34
0.38
0.33

Rank
performance (c)

Postclassification comparison
TM band 2 differencing
TM band 3 differencing
TM band 5 dHferendng
TM band 7 dHferendng
NDVl dHferendng
PCA component 1 dHferendng
PCA component 2 dHferendng
Tasselled Cap transform 1
dHferendng
0.11
0.69
Tasselled Cap transfomn 2
dHferendng
0.37
0-79
Tasselled Cap transform 3
dHferendng
Rank perfomiance (c) based on summation of rank performances of (a) and (b).
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Table 4.6. Z*scores from paltwfse comparisons of contingency matrices using kappa statistics
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TCAP3
PCA2
TCAP2
TCAPI
PCA1
TMband2 TMband3 TM band 5 TM band 7 NDVl
1.431
TMbandS
-0.281
-1.624
TM bands
-0.258
-1.978
-0.563
TMband?
2.716
2.369
2.239
1.0567
NDVl
-1.581
1.179
0.882
0.643
-0.712
PCA1
-2.230
-0.702
0.460
0.191
-0.085
-1.454
PCA2
0.256
0.960
1.444
-1.349
-0.440
1.135
0.910
TCAPI
5.136
4.475
3.141
4.636
6.621
6.180
6.301
4.604
TCAP2
-2.081
-0.820
0.585
-0.566
-4.064
0.315
0.127
-1.298
TCAP3
0.047
-7.006
-6.473
-12.810
•6.632
-5.592
-4.902
-6.070
-6.676
-8.707
•6.866
PCC
PCA1, principal component 1; PCA2, principal component 2; TCAPI, Tasselled Cap axis 1; TCAP2, Tasselled Cap axis 2; TCAP3, Tasselled
Cap axis 3; PCC, po^dassiflcatlon comparison.
Negative values Indicate superior peifonnance comparing row on column; positive values indicate inferior perfomiance comparing row on
column; bold values indicate significance at the 95% level.

Table 4.7. User's and producer's accuracies for all methods for change/no-change classes
Method
Postclassification comparison
TM band 2 differendng
TM band 3 differendng
TM band 5 differendng
TM band 7 differendng
NOVI differendng
PCA component 1 differendng
PCA component 2 différend^
Tasselled Cap transform 1 diffërendng
Tasselled Cap transform 2 differendng
Tasselled Cap transfonn 3 differendng

Producer's accuracy
No-change
Change
0.92
0.66
0.98
0.35
0.98
0.29
0.93
0.41
0.39
0.95
0.92
0.30
0.94
0.34
0.94
0.38
0.94
0.33
0.84
0.25
0.94
0.38

User's accuracy
No-change
Change
0.88
0.74
0.81
0.75
0.79
0.71
0.82
0.89
0.82
0.75
0.79
0.56
0.80
0.68
0.81
0.71
0.80
0.88
0.76
0.38
0.81
0.89
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accuracies for all methods were high for the no-diange category, and low («cceptfor
postdassiRcation companson) for the change category, suggesting that changes were
generally underestimated. The user's accuracies for the ctiange and no-change classes did
not show large différences between the two classes,
ii) Accuracy of postdassification comparison Yrom-to' ctiange dasses
Analysis of the full change error matrix for posfdassrncafMon comparison gives an
overall accuracy of 76% and a Kappa coeffident of 0.68 (TatXe 4.8). Classes ttiat were rx>t
well represented in the matroc (absent homtfie matrix, or cdumn total £ 5) were rare (area <
100 hectares (=1230 pixels) in tfie reference dassification) in the landscape (Table 4.3), and
induded dasses with scrub as a ‘from’ or 1o' component, agriculture-to-fbrest, and fbrest-toagriculture. These rare dasses are indicative of the nature of ctianges occum'ng in tfie
landscape, whereby most ctiange ttiat occurred tielween 1986 and 1996 represented
conversion of pasture to agriculture, with some abandonment of pastures to forest, and some
cutting of forests for pastures (see Chapter 3). Ttie scrub category represents a transitory
dass between forest and non-forest areas, and is patchily distritxjted and difficult to dassify
(Chapter 3).
Areas of agriculture in 1986 were mostly misdassified as pasture, resulting in poor
producer's accurades for the agriculture-to-agriculture and agriculture-to-pasture dasses.
The spectral signatures of the pasture and agriculture are very similar in ttie 1986
image (Figure 4.16a). The crops ttiat were present in 1986 comprised primarily citrus and
African oil palm plantations (see Ctiapter 3): tfie dl palm would most likely have had pastures
beneath tfie open palm canopy, thus resulting in spectral confusion of this crop with pasture.
The pasture-to-agricufture dass however, was tietter classified, protiably because tfie areas of
agriculture in 1996 represented primarily plantation agriculture of tiananas and pineapples
with spectral signatures distind from tfie 1986 pastures (Figure 4.16b). Tfie pasture and
forest categories were well dassified, altfiough tfie pasture-to-fbrest category was
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Table 4.8. Postclassification comparison full error matrix
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Figure 4.16. Spectral signatures of land-cover types for 1986 and 1996
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overestîmated. bang confused with unchanged pasture. This is likely to be due to pastures
with significant tree cover t)ang confused as forest in the 1996 classification.
Performances o f diflsrencing algorithms In detecting individuai change classes
The percentage accuracies of the dHferendng algorithms based on the change
dasses of the 290-point sample, and equivalent to producer's accuracy, demonstrated that the
no-change categories for pasture, agriculture, forest, and scrub were all well identified as not
having changed by all differendng algorithms (Table 4.9). The results showed varied
perfomnances however, in the identification of cfrange classes across metfrods. which can be
explained through examination of the spectral signatures, knowledge of changes that occurred
in the area, and known sensitivities of tfie data transformations.
The pasture-to-agriculture dass was the best-identified across methods, with the midinfrared bands (5 and 7) and the Tasseled Cap wetness axis (also based on the mid-infrared
t>ands) performing well. This was due primarily to the distinctive spectral signatures of the
banana and pineapple plantations, which ccmprised the majority of to-changes for this
category (Figure 4.17).
The only moderate success of the pasture-to-forest dass across methods, and poor
performance of the forest-to-pasture dass. are harder to explain through examination of the
mean spectral values. Ttie variance in spectral cfiaracteristics of the pasture dass.
particularly in ttie near- and midnnfrared tiands. resulting from dHferent management
strategies, height of grasses, spedes of grasses, percentage of tree cover, amount of woody
debris, and age of ttie pastures, would tiave tiad an impact on detecting ctianges from and to
this dass. It is protiatile ttiat incomplete clearance of woody understorey plants, and trees left
to remain in areas ttiat were converted from forest to pastures, contritxjted to ttie poor
identification of ctiange in ttie forest-to-pasture class Similarly, errors in Identification of
change for the pasture-to-forest dass was probably a result of semi-abandoned, unkempt
pastures having a high percentage tree cover and ottier woody growth, which resulted In
similar reflectances to ttiose of young forest
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Table 4.9. Percentage accuracy of differencing algorithms by change class based on a 290-point sample
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TM band 3 differencing
88
TM band 5 differencing
90
TM band 7 differencing
81
NDVl differencing
93
PCA component 1 differencing
90
PCA component 2 differencing
94
Tasselled Cap transform 1 differencing
71
Tasselled Cap transfonn 2 differencing
88
Tasselled Cap transfonn 3 differencing
Number of points in sample
84 ‘
P, pasture; Ag, agriculture; F, forest; Sc, scrub.
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Figure 4.17. Spectral signatures of plantation crops trased on 1996 TM-inrage
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The poor performance of the agricufture-to-pasture dass can be attributed to the very
similar signatures of the 1986 agriculture dass and the 1996 pasture dass.
An examination of the percentage accuracies within methods revealed that the visitXe
bands did not perform well in detecting change for the pasture-toegriculture or the agricuftureto-pasture dasses. The mid-infrared and Tasseted Cap wetness axis, however, did detect
these changes, indicating that there were differences in the soil and canoçy moisture contents
between these two cover types. Band 2 (green) identified change for txAh pasture-to-fbrest
and forest-to-pasture moderately well.
Comparison o f change-detection performance across diflerencing methods
If all change methods performed consistently, the number of corresponding pixels
dassified as change by all ten change-detection algorithms would be expected to be high for
areas of change, and low (or zero) for areas of no-change. Table 4.10 irxfcates that indhridual
pixels of the no-diange dasses (P-P, Ag^Ag, and F-F) were relatively consistently dassified
across methods. The change dasses, however, demonstrated variable results, with most
being inconsistently dassified across methods. The exception to tNs was the pasture-toagriculture category, which was consistently identified across methods. Again, this may t)e a
result of the distinctive spectral signatures of the plantation agriculture in tfie 1996 image
promoting detection of change to tfWs category.
DISCUSSION
To summarize, po^cfassiRce^on comparison performed significantly better overall
than the image differendng algoritfims. Tfie mid-inffared bands 7 and 5, and tfie visitile tiand
2 performed the best overall of tfie differendng algorithms, and were not significantly cfifferent
from each otfier. Tfie Tasseled Cap 'greenness' axis performed significantly worse than all
other metfiods, and NDVl also performed poorly compared with tfie otfier metfiods.
Areas of no-cfiange were generally well identified across metfiods. tiut overall, tfie
differendng algorithms underestimated areas of cfiange. Performances of change-detection
across methods revealed problems in identifying cfianges associated with pasture due to
variatile pasture conditions in tfie study area; and differences in crop type tietween 1986 and
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Table 4.10. Number of methods Identifying common pixels as change
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Number of
methods

Number of pixels classified as ‘change’ from 1986 to 1996

No-change classes
F-F
P-Ag
P-P
Ag-Ag
0
970
38273
15543
1257
2068
1
3934
224
587
3015
546
2
267
1141
3
518
2447
241
824
523
4
1987
297
527
5
1420
470
369
772
6
1002
1115
367
222
303
115
7
704
1467
8
439
265
78
1188
9
214
186
56
1049
10
65
15
1141
49
P, pasture; Ag, agriculture; F, forest; Sc, scrub.

P-F
3415
795
596
482
428
336
336
244
243
200
103

P-Sc
3
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ag-P
743
162
160
151
148
152
136
143
43
26
1

Change classes
Ag-F Ag-Sc
31
247
40
4
12
4
11
1
9
4
2
2
0
1
2
5
1
7
2
11
0
4

F-P
2132
725
575
506
450
402
415
413
439
316
212

F-Ag
36
8
11
3
4
4
1
0
0
0
0

Sc-P
148
43
47
59
62
45
12
9
3
2
1

Sc-F
844
150
101
61
51
13
5
0
1
0
0

1996 led to confusion between pasture and agriculture. The most consistent!/identified
change dass across differendng metfiods vuas pasture-to-agricuiture; tfie most similar
algorithms based on performances of change-detection for specific dasses were bands 5 and
7 and the Tasseled Cap wetness axis. Tfie mid-infrared bands (7 and 5) performed well in
terms of detecting ctianges from agriculture to pasture and vice^ersa; and the visible band 2
performed moderately well in detecting changes beween forest and pasture.
Underestimation of ctiange with ttie differendng mettiod could tie attritxjted eitfierto
placement of the ctiangefno-ctiangethrestioids too far from ttie mean, or indistinct spectral
dasses. If this was a result of poor placement of ttie ctiange threstiddsttien one would
exped the user’s accuracies for ttie ctiange dass to tie higfier tfian they were (i.e. errors of
commission for the ctiange class to be low), given that tfie most spectrally distinctive cfiange
dasses would be at tfie tail erKis of the distributions and not affected by ttirestiotd placement
Spectral charaderistics are more likely to be the cause of poorly defined ctiange dasses ttian
poor placement of ttie ctiange/no-ctiange threstidds. Ttie spectral curves for iand-cover types
(Figure 4.16) demonstrated ttiat ttie dass spectra were not always distinctive. Ttiey also
showed how ttie spectra for ttie agriculture dass ctianged over time as the crop types
changed, thereby confusing ttie identification of ctiange dasses. Spectral variation witNn the
same dass and scene was also important (eg. variation in pasture characteristics).
Ttie poor performances of the vegetata'on-spedfic rffferendng algorittims Q.e. NDVl
and Tasseled Cap greenness axis), which are sensitive to ttie near-infrared band, are
probably explained by ttie fad that the maiority of the study area was vegetated, resulting in
little contrast in ttie nearnnfrared band across ttie scene for vegetation (Figure 4.18). More
importantly, tfie pasture had a higfier reflectance in ttie neaNnfrared tiand than the forest,
presumably due to vigorous hertiaceous growth in the pastures (see also Singh (1986) arxl
Mas (1999)) which, wtien contrasted with band 3 (Rgure 4.19), would certainly reduce ttie
effectiveness of ttie NDVl and greenness axis of ttie Tasseled Cap transformation.
The superior perfomnance cf the postdassification comparison over the dHferendng
mettiod could be partly attributed to the use of all seven TM bands in deriving the classes, as
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opposed to extracting information from one or two t)ands only (the Tasseled Cap transforms
and the principal components analysis were the only other methods that used information from
all bands). Also, it trad the advantage of avoiding direct comparisons of brightness values,
ttiereby avoiding problems associated with misregistration and external differences in the
images, which are difficult to completely remove. Ttie 1996 image in particular tiad a high
percentage of clouds, doud stiadows and patchy haze which, despite efforts to avoid ttiese
areas, may have affected the results of the cSffererxang experiments. Such problems
associated with atmosptieric corxftions are spedficaily pertinentto lowlarxl tropical zones
(see Mas 1999), and comprise an integral aspect of ttie process of satellite remote sensing of
tropical environments. Mas (1999), woridng in lowland Mexico with Landsat-MSS data,
attritxjted ttie superior performance of postdassification comparison over image diffiaranang
and principal components analysis to external drifsrences in ttie data, and also to intra-annual
differences in soil moisture and vegetation ptienology.
A furttier advantage with postdassification companson is ttiat ttie individuai
classifications take into consideration ctianges occurring wittiin classes over time. This is
particularly important in areas wtiere ctianges are dynamic, such as wtiere ttie landscape
moves through different agricultural phases. Ttiese dynamically ctianging landscapes are
typical of ttie rural lowland tropics.
One dear disadvantage df postdassification comparison over ottier mettxxfs is ttiat by
comparing dassifications, ttie mettiod is comparing broad, pre-defined categories, rattier than
using ttie continuous range of image values provided by ttie data (Lamtxn 1997). This has
implications for increased errors as a result of spatial autocorrelation using ttWs mettiod.
Ttie results of ttiis study concur with ttx)se of Mas (1999), using Landsat-MSS data, in
detecting similar vegetation ctianges (forest-to-pasture, forest regeneration, and ottiers), with
good overall perfomiance of postdassification comparison and the poor performance of
differendng using NDVl (and ttie near-infrared tiand). Singh (1986) likewise found ttie MSS
near-infrared band to perform poorly in detecting forest clearing using rffferencing and ratioing
algorithms, which tie attributed to vigorous vegetation growth in the cleared areas. He found
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the visible MSS band 5 to peiform best in distinguishing changes in forest cover, which
concurs with the findings here for the visible TM tiand 2 in identifying changes tietween
pasture and forest. Singh found classification methods, however, to perform worse ttian ottier
cfiange-detection techniques. Ttiis tie attritxited to poor individual dassifications of each date.
Ttie mid-infiared bands availatile on ttie TM sensors are not available with MSS, thus ttie
overall good performance of these bands could not be compared with results of ottier ctiangedetection studies from tropical environments.
CONCLUSIONS
Spectral pattem-recognitfon Iand-cover ctiange-detection is dependent on spectral
ctiaracteristics of Iand-cover dasses. Wittiin dass, within scene, and betwreen scene spectral
ctiaraderistics determine the spectral distinctness of change, and thus ttie ability to detect
ctiange. The ctiange-detection mettiods compared in tNs study confirmed ttiat different
techniques do perform differently, tioth in terms of overall perfonmances, and depending on
the specific type of ctiange.
The relativefy good performance of ttie visiUe (t)and2) and mid-infrared univariate
band d^/e/xi/ng algorittims for detecting dfferent types of change, comNned with ttie ease of
which ttiey are corxfucted and understood, make ttiem an attractive option for ctiangedetection. Ttie protWem of determining ttie optimal change threstiNd remains, arxf is
dependent on ttie distribution of ttie data values and ttie spectral nature of the changes ttiat
occur. The postdassification comparison is more time-consum'ng and requires in-depth
knowledge of ttie study area for all dates of ttie analysis.
The simplicity of univariate band differendng makes it ideal for rapid identification of
change hot-spots'. Ttie use of different tiands selected for changes associated with specific
cover-types would produce rapid results, and areas of interest could ttien tie ctianneled into a
more rigorous change-detection process, such as postdassification comparison. The new
hyperspectral/high spatial resolution data will present researchers with huge amounts of data,
much of which will tie redundant Ttie use of Landsat-TM data with univariate t>and
d/fibrencrhg to identify hot-spots of ctiange would allow much smaller areas of approximately^
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known change types to be analyzed. Ifth e spectral responses ofthe change types are known
from their behavior with Landsat-TM data, then that knowledge would aid researchers in
selecting appropriate bands from hyperspectral data, thereby reducing the amount of data and
computer processing time required. In this way. large areas could be analyzed for change
while minimizing the time and resources needed to do so.
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CHAPTERS
COMPARISON OF DIGITAL SPATIAL PATTERN RECOGNITION
INDICES FOR CHARACTERIZING LAND-COVER FROM REMOTE SENSING
DATA
INTRODUCTION
Some of the problems associated with spectral pattern recognition to characterize
land-cover, and land-cover changes, have been discussed in the previous chapter, and
include spectrally indistinct land-cover types and change classes, differences in external
conditions between images, and the changing spectral nature of land-ccver changes through
time. An alternative to spectral pattern recognition with remotely sensed data is that of spatial
pattem recognition, which uses the spatial arrangement of differences in pixel values (either
brightness values or transformed values) relative to one arwther to characterize a scene.
Spatial pattern recognition techniques are employed frequently in landscape ecology
using categorical data to cfiaracterize the arrangement of species, communities, and hatritat
patches within landscapes, and these techniques could potentially play an important role in
terms of monitoring arxf identifying ecosystem changes (Li and Reyrx)lds 1994). Research on
the use of spatial patterns to characterize land-cover arxl land-cover ctianges using
unclassified remote sensing data, however, has been more limited, alttiough in ttie last
decade ttie use of fractals in describing complexity in remotely sensed data has started to
receive ttie attention of researctiers. Ttie potential of spatial statistics and metrics to describe
pattems in remotely sensed data tias implications fori) improving land-cover classifications
(De Cola 1989; de Jong and Bunough 1995). and tience detection of land-cover ctianges, ii)
providing rapid techniques for identification of tiot-spots of ctiange using remote sensing data
(Lam et al. 1998), and iii) in ttiis new era of large volumes of high resolution tiyperspectral
remote sensing data, providing rapid techniques to generalize image content to aid in scene
and band selection (Lam et al. 1998).
The main purpose of this paper was to investigate ttie performance of fractal
dimension as a technique to characterize unclassified remote sensing data, and to compare
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the results with peifonnances of other spatial pattem recognition techniques, including another
spatial statistic-spatial autocorrelation, and non-spatial and spatial landscape metrics.
SPATIAL STATISTICS
Fractals
The concept of fractal dimension to measure stiape or complexity of objects was first
introduced try Mandletxct in 1967 (Mandletxot 1967). Fractal dimensions are based on fractal
geometry, which dfifers from Euclidean geometry in that a line would have a Euclidean
dimension of one. t)ut would tiave a fractal dimension with a potential range of one to less
than two, deperxjing on ttie complexity ofthat line. Similarly, a surface has a Euclidean
dimension of two, txit would have a fractal dimension in the range of tMO to less than three
depending on the complexity of ttie surface. Ttie higher ttie spatial complexity of a line or
surface, ttie higher its fractal dimension. Thus, fractal dimension can ctiaracterize ttie length,
shape, or fomn of an object (Lam and De Cda 1993a). An important property of fiactal
geometry is ttiat true fractals display self-similarity. In other words, ttie stiape of a fractal
object or surface is irxiependent of the scale at which it is measured, thus measurements
made at different scales are comparable. Ttiis property of fractals would potentially tie very
useful in terms of comparing remote sensing data of different scales from dHferent sensors if a
remotely sensed surface was truly fractal. In practice, most natural objects and surfaces are
not pure fractals, and it has been suggested ttiat studying ctianges in fractal dimensions
across scales could provide insights into the scale of underlying processes using remotely
sensed data (Krummel et al. 1987; Lam 1990).
A full explanation of fractals and their potential applications in geography can be found
in Lam and Quattrochi (1992) and Lam and De Cola (1993a). Fractals have tieen used to
characterize a variety of natural objects and surfaces, such as coastlines (Lam and CMu 1992).
ice-sheet surfaces (Rees 1992), topography (Klinkenberg and Goodchild 1992), land-cover
classifications of remotely sensed data (De Cola 1989), and many others (see Lam and De
Cola 1993a). Relatively litUe research into ttie use of fractals to measure remotely sensed
data has been conducted, however, and most eflorts have concentrated on the mettwds used
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to calculate fractal dimension (e.g. de Jong and Bunough 1995; Emeraon, Lam. and
Quattrochi 1999; Lam et al. 1998; Qiu et al. 1999).
Previous sturfies (e g. De Cola 1989; Lam 1990; Qiu etal. 1999) have found values of
D to vary for different land-use/Iand-cover types, and across spectral txands. Lam (1990) and
Qiu et al. (1999) troth reported urtran cover-types to have higfrer dimensions than other (rural)
types, despite using different remote sensing data types in different geographic areas. Others
(e.g. De Cda 1989; Krummel et al. 1987) have related high fractal dimensions to the intensity
of anthropogenic activity.
Whereas the computation of fractal dimensions for lines is derived directly from the
theory of self-similarity, the three-dimensional nature of a remotely sensed scene requires a
less intuitive algorithm. Three methods for calculating fractal dimension of surfaces have
attracted most attention from researchers, and indude the isarithm method, the triangular
prism surface area metfiod. and the variogram method. Availatrle software for computation of
each of these three methods is provided ty the Image Characterization and Modeling System
(ICAMS; Louisiana State University and National Aeronautics and Space Administration), one
of the main purposes of which is ttie computation of fractal dimension (see Quattrochi et al.
1997 and ).
Lam. Qiu and Quattrochi (1997). using ICAMS. concluded that ttie variogram method
for calculating fractal dimension was unsuitatrle for use with remote sensing imagery, which
has a tendency to display higher dimensionality than topographic surfaces (Lam 1990). due to
the method’s tendency to instatxiity with increasing surface complexity. Thus, this paper
focuses on the isarithm and triangular prism surface area metfxxte only.
The isarithm method has tieen described in detail by Lam and De Cda (1993b). This
method derives from the walking-d'rvider method of calculation of D for a line, whereby the
number of line segments or steps required to 'walk' a line are counted. This is done for a
series of step sizes based on a geometric progression (i.e. 1 .2 .4 .8 etc. units). A linear
regression of the logarithm of numiier of steps multiplied by ttie step size (i.e. the length ofthe
line) on the logarithm of step size is then computed, and the dimension of the line is calculated
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as 1 minus the slope of the regression line. The number of points used to calcutaie the
regression is equal to the number of step sizes caiculaled. The slope of the regression line is
always negative because as the step size increases, ttie amount of detail in ttie line
decreases, and ttie length of ttie line becomes stwrter.
The walking-divider mettiod is adapted to calculate the dimension of a surface tiy
calculating ttie mean of the fractal dimensions of a series of isarithms (i.e. contours ttiat follow
a specific pixel value), with ttie final D value calculated as 2 minus ttie mean slope of ttie
regression lines. The user must set ttie numberof steps and ttie interval between isarithms.
The number of rows and columns of ttie area being analyzed restrict the number of steps that
can be calculated. In ICAMS only D values from indnridual isarithms wtioee

values are ^

0.9 are included in the overall D calculation, and any isarithm for which a zero length is
returned at any step size, is lilrewise rejected.
The triangular prism surface area method for calculating dimension for a surface was
introduced by Clarke in 1986 and putfonmard as a computationally simple mettKxj (Clarke
1986). This method can be visualized by taking the values of pixels that make up the four
comers of a square (ttie number of pixels on a side tieing equal to the step size), and
extending lines vertically, of length equal to the pixel value, from each comer (Figure 5.1 ).
The mean of the four comer values is calculated, and a vertical line equal to the mean value
drawn in the center of the square. Lines are then drawn joining the top of each comer line to
neighboring comers and the center line, generating facets of the top of an elevated prism.
The area of the top of this prisrri is then calculated. This is repeated across the image, and
the total surface area calculated. The procedure is repeated for each step size. The
logarithm of surface area is then regressed against the logarithm of the area of the square
(which is based on the step size), and the dimension calculated as 2 minus the slope of the
line.
Conflicting results have been reported regarding the performances of the isarithm and
triangular prism surface area methods. Lam, Qiu and Quattrochi (1997) found that the
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slepsize=2

Figure 5.1. Schematic showing triangular prism surface area method for calculation
of fractal dimension
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isarithm method perfonned weii in returning D values dose to those of true surtooe
dimensions, whereas Klinkenberg and Goodchild (1992) (bund results with this method to be
poor. Clarke (1986) criticized the isarithm method because the resulting dimension was likely
to depend on the isarithm interval and on the actual isarithms used.
Consistently low dimensions using the triangular prism surface area mettiod as first
described by Clarke (1986) were reported by Jaggi (1993). de Jong and Burrough (1995). and
Lam. Qiu and Quattrochi (1997). Sut)sequent to ttiese findings Qiu et al. (1999) tested the
performance of the triangular prism surface area mettiod with a minor modffication to the
algorittvn. which served to increase ttie resulting dimensions, and ttiey found ttie results to tie
more accurate. The isarittvn method was found to tie less sensitive ttian ttie modified
triangular prism surface area mettiod to extreme pixel values, but in ttie atisenoe of such noisy
pixels the triangular prism surface area mettiod was fourxi to be very statile (Qiu et ai. 1999).
Spatial autocorrelation
Spatial autocorrelation is a scale-dependent statistic that is used as an indicator of ttie
degree of clustering, randomness, or fragmentation of a pattem. Moran's I index of spatial
autocorrelation ranges from less than zero for objectsAralues ttiat display negative
autocorrelation (i.e. a high degree of dissimilarify). zero for random patterns, and greater than
zero for positive autocorrelation (i.e. clustered pattems). Ttiere is an inverse relationship
between fractal dimension and spatial autocorrelation, wtieretiy a distritiution with tiigh spatial
complexity/low degree of clustering would have a tiigh D value and low Moran’s I value (Cliff
and Ord 1973). Little research tias been conducted using spatial autocorrelation to
characterize larxfscapes.
COMMON UtNDSCAPE INDICES
The comtiination of fractal dimension with the use of ottier landscape indices to
describe diversity (i.e. richness and evenness) and arrangement of patch types (i.e. ttie
interspersion of different patch types, and dispersion of indnridual patch types) can be effective
in ctiaracterizing landscape pattems (Olsen, Ramsey, and Winn 1993; Quattrochi et al. 1997).
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Three commonly used Indices to characterize landscape patterns include Shanixxn's
diversity index, contagion, and fractal dimension from perimeter/area. Contagion is used as a
measure of ttie degree of adjacency, or interspersion, of indnridual pocels; fractal dimension
from perimeter/area is often used to measure shape complexity of patch types; and Stiannon’s
Diversity Index is used as a measure of patch diversity which comtxnes information atxxjt
patch richness and spatial distribution.
Shannon’s Diversity Index
Diversity indices are measures of landscape composition (i.e. relative proportions of
ttie landscape in each patch type-evenness, and numberof patch types - richnesss) as
opposed to being measures of landscape configuralion (i.e. ttie arrangement of patcties in a
landscape). Shannon’s diversity index (S) is given by;

f»l

where m = number of patch types and Pr - proportion of ttie landscape occupied by each
patch type i (MoGarigal and Marks 1995). Ttie index ranges from zero, and increases wittiout
limit A landscape comprising only one patch will have a value of zero. As the number of
patch types increases, or ttie proportional distribution of patch types tiecomes more even, or
both, the indec value increases. Stiannon’s diversity index has bieen found to be more
sensitive to ttie number of patch types than evenness (McGarigal and Marks 1995).
Contagion
Contagion (0) has been used widely as a measure of the degree of clumping and
fragmentation of patches in a landscape. U arxf Reynolds (Li and Reynolds 1993) give ttie
equation for C as:
m

m

21n(«)

'

wtiere Pg = probability that two adjacent pixels, randomly chosen, are of patch types i arxf j.
Contagion will equal 100% wfien all patch types are equally adjacent to all ottier patch types.
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and approaches zero as the distibution of acfaoenctes becomes less even (McGarigal and
Marks 1995). Contagion is sensitive to patch richness (Frohn 1998).
Fractal dimension from perimeter/area
Fractal dimension calculated from perimeter/area has been used widely in landscape
ecology to describe patch shape complexity. This index, based on the log-log regression of
patch area to patch perimeter, does not give a true determination offractal dimension because
it is derived from measurements taken at only one scale (Frohn 1998). This index ranges
from one to two. with values cfose to one indicating a landscape made up of shapes with
simple perimeters, and values dose to two representing landscapes with very complex
perimeters (McGarigal and Marks 1995).
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
This paper compares ttie performances of selected spatial pattem recognition
methods to characterize different land-cover types using undassifled LaiKlsat-TM data for the
study site in northeastem Costa Rica. The methods evaluated were I) fractal dimension using
the isarithm method, ii) fractal dimension using tfie triangular prism surface area metfiod, iii)
spatial autocorrelation, iv) Shannon's diversity index, v) contagion, and vi) fractal dimension
from perimeter/area. Tfiese statistics/rnetrics vary in tfieir computational complexity, txrt are
rapid to calculate, and all generate a single value.
METHODS
Data sources and preparation of subsets
Georeferenced Landsat-TM data of the study site from 1986,1996, and 1997 were
used for these analyses (TatWe 2.1). Ttie 1986 and 1996 reference classifications described
in Chapter 2 were used in selecting square or rectangular subset areas of apfxoximately, and
at least, 4096 pixels (333 hectares) each'*. The aim was to select ten approximately
homogeneous areas of each cover4ype (forest, agriculture, pasture, and scrub): five for the
1986 image, arxf five for the 1996 or 1997 images depending on the existence of doud-cover.
^A minimum size of 2^2* (=4096) pixels was required for calculation of fractal dimension
using number of steps = 6.
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in practice, fevver subset areas were selected because of the lack of homogeneous areas of
cover-types of the specified size. Where possible, subsets were selected from the same
locations forthe 1986 and 1996/1997 data for comparison. Subsets for each area/date
combination were generated from the original Landsat-TM data. In addWon. the rxxmalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) was calculated for each image, and NDVI sut>sets
generated for each area/date combination.
Characterization o f land-cover
Descriptive statistics for all seven Landsat-TM bands and NDVI were extracted for
each subset.
Fractal dimensions using the isarithm and triangular prism surface area methods, and
spatial autocorrelation, were calculated using ICAMS. The version of ICAMS used to
calculate these irxfioes was the updated version, which applies the correction for calculation of
the triangular prism surface area algorithm (see Qiu et al. 1999). The triangular prism surface
area method of calculating fractal dimension requires that the values be normalized for
comparison, thus the sutïset values were stretched over 0-255 using a minimum/rnaximum
stretch prior to running the triangular prism surface area algorithm. Both the triangular prism
surface area arxi the isarithm algorithms were run using six steps, which provided six points
for computing the linear regression. The isarithm algorithm was run initially using an inten/al
of ten, however the algorithm W ed to retum values for band 6 (thermal) and for selected
subsets for the visible t)ands. The isarithm algorithm was re-run using an interval of two,
which returned values for all non-thermal barxfe. The isarithm results forthe thermal t>and
(band 6) were excluded from fixther analysis arxJ discussion, due to the instability of the
Isarithm method in calculating the dimensions for this barxj.
In addition to fractal dimension arxf spatial autocorrelation, contagion, fractal
dimension from perimeter/area, and Shanrxxi’s diversity irxfex were computed for each sut)set
using the FRAGSTATS program (Oregon State University, Con/aliis, OR). Also, patch
richness (i.e. the numtaer of distinct pixel values or classes') was calculated for each subset
as a non-spatial measure of complexity. A wide array of larxlscape indices can be rapidly
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calculated using the FRAGSTATS program (Oregon State University). Although this program
was designed for use with classified data, it is possitWe to calculate the metrics using
unclassified data, wheretiy a 'patch type’ is represented by a distinct pocel value.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A total of 24 subsets were generated, comprising ten forest, nine pasture, three
agriculture, and two scrub areas (Figures 5.2 to 5.7). The forest sutisets were the most
homogeneous of the cover types trecause large extents of forest existed in txith 1986 and
1996. and comrrxxi areas for both dates could be selected. The pasture, agriculture and
scrub classes were more fragmented; as a result, the subsets represenb'ng these cover types
were not as homogeneous as the forest subsets, and common areas for both dates could not
be isolated.
Subset statistics
The band statistics for each sut)set showed typical reflectance pattems for vegetation
forthe four cover types, with high near-inlrared returns, and lower returns inthevisitWe barxis
(Figure 5.8; Appendix C). Forest had the lowest, and scrub the highest, overall txightness
values of the cover types. Variation, measured as starxlard deviations, revealed forest to
have the least absolute variation of pixel values atxxjt the mean, arxi agriculture, pasture arxi
scrub having progressively more variation atxxit their means. This result could partially Ise
explained by the deferences in the degree of homogeneity of larxi-cover in the selected
subsets, in tum t)eing a result of difHerences in the spatial configuration of the four larxi-cover
types. The mean coefficients of variation revealed low relative variation forthe forest dass for
all t)ands in comparison with the other cover-types (Rgure 5.9). The high coefficients of
variation relative to the other bands forthe near- and mid-infrared tiands (bands 4. 5. arxi 7)
irxiicate variation within each cover-type in plant txomass. arxi plant arxi soil moisture
corxiitions. The low variation revealed for the themrral t»rxi (band 6) can be attritxrted to the
lower spatial resolution of the tiarxi. the effects of resampling the 120 meter pixels to 28.5
meters, and the naturally small variation in temperature across the larxiscape (Lam 1990).
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Figure 5.2. Forest subsets: 1996
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Rgure 5.3. Forest subsets: 1966
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Rgure 5.4. Pasture subsets: 1986
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Figure 5.5. Pasture subsets: 1996/7
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Figure 5.6. Scrub subsets: 1986
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Figure 5.7. Agriculture aubeets: 1986,1996
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7

NDVI

The NDVI had high values for all cover-types, as was expected for vegetation. Forest
showed the highest value, and scnjb, pasture, and agiiculture had progressively lower values.
A direct inverse relationship between the coefficient of variation and NDVI values was
revealed. Variation in NDVI would be expected to be lower than the variation in bands 3 and 4
due to the reduction of ttie effects of topograptiy conferred t>y the NDVI transformation. This
was found to tie true for all cover fypes.
Fractal dimensions and spatial autocorrelation
The isarithm mettiod revealed consistently higfier dimensions (D) ttian ttie triangular
prism surface area mettiod for agriculture, pasture, arxi scrub (Figures 5.10 to 5.13). Values
for forest however, stxiwed mixed results, with ttie triangular prism surface area method
yielding higher D values in ttie visible tiands and in ttie mid4nfrared tiand 7. This difterence in
ttie behavior of the isarithm mettxxl could be a result of the low degree of absolute variation
(described tiy ttie standard deviation) of pixel values within ttie forest dass for ttiese tiands.
This would mean ttiat any existing variation could potentially tie undersampled depending on
the isarittvn interval arxf ttie specific isarithms used, ttiereby yielding no result or a low value.
This argument is supported tiy ttie lack of results for tiarxi 6 for all cover types, which tiad a
very smooth distritxrtion, and ttie poor retum of results when using an initial isarithm interval of
ten, particularly of ttie visitile barxis forthe forest dass.
The results of ttie triangular prism surface area mettiod showed distinct values of D
across all six non-ttiemnai tiarxis for all cover-types (Figure 5.14). D values across cover
types showed no relation to ttie coeffidents of variation of spectral values for all bands, a
finding that supports Lam's (Lam 1990) corxjuskm ttiat txith non-spatial and spatial statistics
are necessary to fully ctiaracterâe ttie variation in remote sensing data.
Forest had the highest overall D for all bands and NDVI, suggesting a greater spatial
complexity, or lower dustering, of pbcel values within the dass. Scrub, pasture, and
agriculture stxiwed progressively lower D values across the six rxxvthermal bands. Ttiese
results support findings of previous studies (De Cola 1989; Krummel et al. 1987) ttiat showed
decreasing values of D to be associated with cover-types representing increasing degrees of
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human influence. The large patches oTrelativeiy homogeneous banana plantatibns for
example, yielded lower D values for all txands and NDVI than the highly variat)ie complex
canopy structure ofdd-gmwth forests. Likewise, the scrub category, which is an intermediate
category between forest and pasture, had a D value intennediate between the forest and
pasture categories.
The starxlard error plots (Appendix 0) showed forest to have the smallest standard
errors across all barxis, arxf no overlap with other cover-types. Agriculture, pasture, arxf
scrub revealed overlapping standard errors, with agriculture consistently showing the greatest
error across all bands. The large starxlard errors reflect the small sample size for agriculture
(three subsets) and variation in D across the subsets. The sut)sets for agriculture, scrub arxi
pasture were not as honxsgeneous as the forest sut)sets, and indusibn of some areas of the
other two cover-types were unavoidable, thus the overlap in standard errors of the means of
these cover-types would be expected. These results highlight the prot)lem with ensuring an
adequate numt)er of points (steps) for calculating the regression, on the one harxl, arxf
analyzing areas that are too large to represent meaningflji pattems in the larxfscape, on the
other. However, the cover-types of scrub, pasture, arxf agriculture exist, t>ytheir nature, as
smaller patches interspersed with each other, thus the sut>sets were valid representations of
the complexity of these cover-types. In order to extract D values for more homogeneous
areas of the more fragmented cover-types, finer resolution data would be required. The
isolation of undisturbed forest from the other cover-types, however, does have potential in
terms of using Landsat-TM data for distinguishing forest flom non-fbrest cover over large
areas, such as the Amazon. De Jong arxi Burrough (1995) proposed a local triangular prism
surface area method, wtieretiy a moving wirxfow calculated D values for each pixel arxi
generated an image of D values. Such a procedure could be used in rapid change detection
for large areas.
Moran’s I inctoc of spatial autocorrelation stxwved distinctive results for the forest dass
in relation to the other cover-types, with low positive values forthe non-thermal tiarxfs (Figure
5.15). This suggests that ttie spatial cfstritxjtiOn of pixel values for forest approached that of a
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random distribution rather than a clustered distribution. The pasture, agriculture and scrub
showed higher index values, suggesting more clustered distritxjtions of pbcei values. The
standard errors (Appendix D) showed scrub and agriculture to have consistently higher errors
across bands than the forest and pasture classes, and showed the mean value (or forest to be
distinct from the other cover-types.
Contrasting spatial autocorrelatidn (Moran's I index) with fractal dimensidn revealed
the autocorrelation values to t)e inversely related to D values calculated with the triangular
prism surface area method (Figures 5.10 to 5.13). The fractal dimension is expected to be low
for clustered distributions and high for more fragmented distrilsutiOns. thus an inverse
relationship between spatial autocorrelatibn and fractal dimension was «greeted.
Landscape indices
Patch richness (i.e. the number of distinct pixel values or ‘desses' in each sutreet)
gives some indteation of the variability of pixel values within each cover-type (Figure 5.16).
Forest was found to have the lowest number of pocel classes for all bands, with agriculture,
pasture, and scrub showing progressively more dasses. These results are comparable to the
standard deviations (i.e. absolute variation) of pixel values about the mean (see Figure 5.8).
Figure 5.17 shows an unclear general pattem of contagion with land-cover type.
Generally, agriculture and forest strewed relatively dumped distritxjb'ons compared with the
other cover-types, and pasture and scrub showed less dumped/more interspersed
distributions of pixel values. Forest strewed low values of contagion, however, for ttie
vegetation-sensitive trends 4 and 5. Contagion values for NOVI showed no resemtWanoe to
ttie band responses. An approximate inverse relationship Iretween contagion and patch
richness was noted, presumably a consequence of the sensitivity of the contagion metric to
patch richness.
Shannon’s Diversity Index (S) demonstrated a dearer pattem than the contagion
metric (Figure 5.18). Forest revealed low S values in relation to the other dasses; scrub and
pasture showed high values; arxf agriculture intermedrete values. Bcceptions were the barxf 4
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and NDVl values. %which showed différent relative values across cover-lypes. An
approximately inverse relationship of S to contagion was revealed, as expected.
The sensitivity of contagion and Shannon's diversity index to patch richness was
protxitWy exaggerated in this study due to the high numt)er of rffferent patch types. As a
result, these indices may not prove useful in characteriang wKlassified remotely sensed data.
The DoulWe Log Fractal Dimension (t)ased on perimeter/ivea yielded no dear patterns
across cover-types, but generally showed agriculture and pasture to have the lowest
dimensions, and forest and scrub to have higtier dimensions (Figwe 5.19). The reWve
patterns between dasses became less dear for the vegetation-sensitive bands 4 and 5.
The results of the landscape metrics would suggest that these metrics as indfcators of
spatial complexity in undassified remote sensing data do not provide additional infonnation to
that provided by fractal dimension and standard band statistics. One explanation for this is
that wtiereas with fractal dimension and spatial autocorrelation the actual values of the pixels,
in addition to their spatial arrangement are induded in ttie determination of these statistics,
the landscape metrics do not use the infonnation provided by the value of each pbrel. but
simply recognize that they are different from one another. Thus, the larxfscape metrics use
less information ttian the statistics, and a less informative result should be expeded.
CONCLUSIONS
This study explored ttie potential of fractal dimension for characterizing complexity of
Landsat-TM data for a lowland tropical environment. The results demonstrated that fractal
dimension derived from ttie triangular prism surface area mettxxf was useful for diaraderizing
spatial complexity, yielding results comparatile with ttiose of Moran's I index of spatial
autocorrelation. The isarithm method of calculating fractal dimension was found to be
sensitive to ttie degree of atisdute spectral variation in a scene, and thus less robust ttian ttie
triangular prism surface area method. Fractal dimension was found to vary by spectral band,
and tjy different vegetation cover4ypes. Areas diaraderized by high degrees of human
influence, such as large areas of plantation agriculture, displayed low fractal dsnensions,
whereas dd-growth forest displayed high dimensions. Standard landscape metrics for
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NOVI

measuring complexity in undassifieri Landsat-TM data were not found to tie useful due to ttie
tiigii numtier o f‘patcti types’ intierent in ttie data, and ttie reduction in information wtien pbrel
values are considered only as distinct patcti types. The interpretation of fractal dimension in
conjunctirxi with standard image statistics (mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation)
has potential for characterizing lanrt-cover types, and thus land-cover changes.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS
Land-cover and land-use change (LUCC) in a lowland tropical environment was the
focus of this doctoral research project The need for regional-and local-scaie studies
providing basic LUCC information for input to global models has become a priority in global
change research. Detailed environmental information from remote sensing sources provides
the means to study physical land-cover characteristics and changes. The avaiiataility of new
hyperspectral and fine spatial resolution data has prompted questions regarding efficient
practical, and reiiat)le methods to detect ctianges in larxt-cover using both old arxt new remote
sensing data.
MuMHemporal remote sensing and geographic information systems were used to
study the processes of land-cover changes for a site located in the lowlands of northeastem
Costa Rica. The staled otijectives of ttWs study were to i) identify and map historical and
current ctianges in land-cover and land-use in a lowlaixl tropical site from 1960 to 1996, ii)
Identify the causal processes and driving forces of those landHJse ctianges, iii) identify suitable
methods to detect land-cover ctianges, through evaluating ttie performance of selected
remote sensing snage processing and GIS techniques using multitemporal Landsat Thematic
Mapper (TM) data for ttie same site, and iv) identify suitable methods to extract spatial
characteristics of land-cover, through evaluating fractal dimension, spatial autocorrelation, and
standard landscape indices, using undassif^ Landsat-TM data. Ctiapter 3 addressed points
i and ii, ctiapter 4 addressed ttie evaluation of different image-processing methods (point iii),
and chapter 5 addressed point iv.
A time-series of land-cover maps for ttie site was generated using Landsat-TM data
and aerial photographs. The integration of these two data types permitted the creation of a
dataset covering a period from 1960 to 1996, which would otherwise not tiave tieen possible.
The differences in ttie spatiai and spectral résolutions of ttie data resulted in a classification
sctiemettiat represented a compromise l)etween the information contained in ttie two data
types.
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LAND-COVER AND LAND-USE CHANGES IN SARAPIQUI
The analyses of land-cover and land-cover changes In the region revealed a transition
during the mid-1980s in the tra(ectory of land-cover ctianges. from development of extensive
cattle ranches at ttie expense of forests, to more fragmented and intensive land-uses primarily
derived from pastures. Ttus transition was attributed to ttie closing of ttie settlement fronder.
Throughout ttie entire period, tiowever, three common forces driving ctiange were identified:
colonization processes, infrastructure development, and ctianges in export markets. These
nab'onal-scale forces worked wittiin ttie context of ttie local envirorxnent. including ttie
historical context to generate ttie present patterns of land-cover and land-use within the site.
Three factors were identified at ttie local-level as potential predictors of sites of ctiange: roads,
local edaphiccorxftions. and distance to nearest location of recent ctiange. A next step in tNs
research would be to statistically model these factors to predkt locations of ctiange and test
the model for past scenarios, and to do this for ottier lowland tropical environments which
have similar land-cover histories (e.g. Central America arxl lowland Amazonia). Statistical
modeling of local-level factors to predict future potential locations of ctiange represents a first
step in ttie modeling process. Results of local-level factors need to be incorporated with
national-level socioeconomic forces to determine the types, and timing, of ctianges likely to
occur.
The ability of ttie classified Landsat-TM data to detect ctianges in land-coverwas
restricted by ttie spatial scale of ttie data. Ttie increased fragmentatidn and intensificatidn of
land-use that occurred after ttie mid-1980s in ttie study area represented ctianges ttiat
occurred at spatial scales finer ttian ttiat of ttie classification. Prior to ttie mid-1980s ttie
landscape was less fragmented, with larger contiguous areas of land-cover. thus ttie LandsatTM data could adequately detect ttie dominant ctianges in the landscape. It becomes dear
that, as lowland tropical sites become more fragmented, remote sensing data with finer
resolutions than that provided by Landsat-TM are required.
The findings of these analyses concur with those of previous studies in other parts of
the tropics on ttie relationship between roads and patterns of LUCC. Careful planning of road
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constnicb'on m a /help m itig e against the effects of haphazard and «videspread forest
destruction. The importance of historical context in influencing future ctianges can likewise tie
used tiy managers and planners as a tool to help identify potential protilem areas.
METHODS TESTING
The performances of ttie spectral pattem-recognition change-detection mettiods
varied according to ttie degree of spectral distinctness of. and between, cover types.
Postdassification comparison was found to perform better ttian the image diffisrendng
algorithms. However, ttie mettwd requires a priori knowledge of the sit^ is time-consuming,
and is more complicated than ttie differerxang mettiod. Of ttie image (ffferendng algorithms,
the mid-infrared tiands and visible tiand 2 dtiferencing gave ttie tiest results. Ttie advantage
of diflerendng is its simplicity and rapidity. Knowledge of tiasic band statistics, oomtiined with
knowledge of spectral signatures of ttie features of interest, would allow selection of ttie
optimal band(s) for use in univariate image (ffferendng. This method has potential for rapid
detection of ctiange ‘tiot spots’. The main <fsadvantages of image dKfbrendng are its
sensitivity to external diffiererKes between the images being compared, and the need to select
the change threstwld.
These findings concur with those of ottier researctiers working with Larxfsat-MSS data
in tropical environments, that no single mettiod can be identified as being superiryto all ottiers
for detecting change for all types of environments. Ttie selection of a ctiange-detection
method must depend on ttie required end-product of the study, the resources avaMatWe. and
the availatWlity of information alxxrt the site.
Results of ttie spatial pattem-recognition mettiods to ctiaracterize larxt-cover using
undassified Landsat-TM revealed fractal dimension, calcuiated using ttie triangular prism
surface area mettwd. to dearly distinguish between ttie four cffferent cover-types. Ttie results
were comparable to ttiose of Mcxan’s I index of spatial autocorrelaticxi. An inverse
relationship was recorded between fractal dimension and the degree of human influence
ass(wiated with cover type. Ttiis alaility of fractal (fmension to ctiaracterize (fflerent landcover types has real potential for delecting ctianges between different remote sensing images.
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Additional research is required is tNs arena, as is the development of software designed to
calculate local fractal dimension. This would permit calculation of ‘(fmension images’, which
(xxild then be tested using, for instance, image diflerendng to detect change.
FUTURE
Increased availabilityoffine-resoluticxi sensors wfill signal the start of true multi-scale
remote sensing. Landsat-TM vwll provide a liCh archive of (fata that will need to be integrated
with the new tine-resolution data. Similar problems enccxintered in tNs study, integrating the
aerial photograph data and Landsat-TM data, will arise as a result of dfferenoes in spatial and
spectral resolutions. A potential future use of Landsat-TM is the identification ( f areas of
interest (i.e. change), to be subsequently analyzed using fine-resolutiOn data, as part of multis(ale remote sensing prpiects. Such‘hot spot* identifications could be carried exit rapidly and
simply using fractal (fmension, univariate image differencing, or both.
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APPENDIX A
EIGENSTRUCTURE OF NGN-STANDARDIZED
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF THE COMMON EXTENT STUDY AREA
a) 1986 TM data
Band
1
1
0.36
2
0-14
3
0-12
4
0-46
5
0-36
6
0.70
7
0-10
Eigenvalues 4540-40
98.43
%

2
-0-13
0-06
0-14
0-35
0-65
-0-58
0-27
46-90
1-02

3
0-20
0-12
0-28
-0-79
0-37
0-11
0-30
21-92
0-48

Component
4
-0-49
-0-42
-0-53
-0-15
0-43
0-31
-0-05
2-84
0-06

5
0-70
-0-11
-0-48
-0-09
0-22
-0-26
-0-36
0-41
0-01

6
-0-24
0-34
0-29
-0-08
0-27
0-04
-0-81
0-35
0-01

7
-0-14
0-81
-0-54
•0-04
-0-03
0-01
0-19
0-14
0-00

2
0-12
0-19
0-22
0-15
0-57
-0-61
0-42
86-59
1-83

3
0-48
0-25
0-29
-0.73
-0.10
0-16
0-23
30-58
0-65

Component
4
-0-46
-0-25
-0-21
-0-47
0-62
0-28
0-08
9-59
0-20

5
0-53
-0.10
-0-29
-0-11
0-35
-0-20
-0-67
0-82
0-02

6
-0-37
0-47
0-57
-0-03
0-15
0-04
-0-54
0-39
0-01

7
-0-10
0-77
-0-63
-0-03
-0-02
0-02
0-07
0-09
0-00

b) 1996 TM data
Band
1
1
0-35
0-14
2
0-11
3
4
0-46
5
0-37
6
0-69
7
0-12
Eigenvalues 4598-18
97-29
%
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APPENDIX B
ERROR MATRICES
REFERENCE
Change

No-change Row Total

Producer's
Accuracy

User's
Accuracy

z
o

Change

27

9

36

0.35

0.75

;u.

No-change

49

205

254

0.96

0.81

Producer’s
Accuracy

User's
Accuracy

I

290
Column
76
214
Total
Producer's accuracy = (fiagonals/bol total
User's accuracy - diagonals/raw total
Overall accuracy (sum riagonala/tolal) = 0.80

io

IQippa CoefRdent of Agreement s 0.38
Variance of kappa = 0.002
z statistic = 9.38
95% confidence interval for kappa; 0.372 < kappa < 0.382
REFERENCE
Change

No-change Row Total

z

Change

22

9

31

0.29

0.71

u.

No-change

54

205

259

0.96

0.79

I

I

Column
290
76
214
Total
Producer's accuracy - diagonals/col total
User's accuracy = diagonals/rowrtotal
Overall accuracy (sum diagonals/total) = 0.78
Kappa Coefficient of Agreements 0.30
Variance of kappa = 0.001
z statistic = 10.32
95% confidence interval for kappa: 0.302 < kappa < 0.309
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Table B.3. Error matibc for 1996-1966 TM band S dWferenang
REFERENCE
Change

Z

Producer's
Accuracy

Uaar’s
Accuracy

Change

31

14

45

0.41

0.69

No-change

45

200

245

0.93

0.82

§

I

No-change Row Total

i

76
214
290
Column
Total
Producer's accuracy = <iagonals/bol total
User's accuracy = diagonals/row total
Overall accuracy (sum diagonals/total) = 0.80
o

Kappa Coefficient of Agreement « 0.39
Variance of kappa = 0.002
z statistics 8.62
95% confidence interval for kappa; 0.389 < kappa < 0.400

Table B.4. Enor matrix for 1996-1986 TM band 7 dWferendng
REFERENCE
Change

z
o
1

No-change Row Total

Producer'a
Accuracy

User’s
Accuracy

Change

30

10

40

0.39

0.75

No-change

46

204

250

0.95

0.82

1

<

Column
76
214
Total
Producer's accuracy = diagonals/col total
User's accuracy = diagonals/rowv total
Overall accuracy (sum diagonals/total) = 0.81
3

290

Kappa Coeffident of Agreement s 0.41
Variance of kappa = 0.002
z statistic =9.34
95% confidence interval for kappa: 0.406 < kappa < 0.416
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Table B.5. Error matrix for 1996-1986 NDVl djfferendng
REFERENCE
Change

§

I
E

I

No-change Row Total

Producer's
Accuracy

User's
Accuracy

Change

23

18

41

0.30

0.56

No-change

53

196

249

0.92

0.79

214
290
Column
76
Total
Producer's accuracy = dagonais/bol total
User's accuracy = diagonals/row total
Overall accuracy (sum diagonals/total) = 0.76
5

Kappa CoefRdent of Agreement - 0.26
Variance of kappa = 0.001
z statistics 7.15
95% confidence interval for kappa; 0.252 < kappa < 0.261

Table B.6. Error matrix for 1996-1986 principal component 1 diflerendng
REFERENCE
Change

:g

I
E

No-change Row Total

Producer's
Accuracy

User's
Accuracy

Change

26

12

38

0.34

0.68

No-change

50

202

252

0.94

0.80

1
5

290
214
Column
76
Total
Producer's accuracy - diagonals/tool total
User's accuracy = diagonalsfrow total
Overall accuracy (sum dmgonals/total) = 0.79
Kappa Coefficient of Agreement s 0.34
Variance of kappa = 0.002
z statistic s 8.63
95% confidence interval for kappa: 0.336 < kappa < 0.345
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Table B.7. Error matrix for 1996-1986 principal component 2^differendng
REFERENCE
Change

§
Î

E

No-change Row Total

Producer's
Accuracy

User's
Accuracy

Change

29

12

41

0.38

0.71

No-change

47

202

249

0.94

0.81

1
Q

214
Column
76
290
Total
Producer's accuracy = dagonala/ooi total
User's accuracy= diagonals/row total
Overall accuracy (sum diagonals/total) = 0.80
Kappa Coefficient of Agreement s 0.38
Variance of kappa = 0.002
z statistic = 8.80
95% confidence interval for kappa; 0.377 < kappa < 0.387

Table B.8. Error matrix for 1996-1986 Tasselled Cap brightness (axis 1) differencing
REFERENCE
Change

No-change Row Total

Producer's
Accuracy

User's
Accuracy

§

Change

25

12

37

0.33

0.68

IE

No-change

51

202

253

0.94

0.80

1
Q

214
290
Column
76
Total
Producer's accuracy = diagonals/icol total
User's accuracy = diagonals/row total
Overall accuracy (sum diagonals/total) = 0.78
Kappa Coefficient of Agreements 0.33
Variance of kappa = 0.001
z statistic = 8.64
95% confidence interval for kappa: 0.323 < kappa < 0.331
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Table B.9. Error matrix for 1996-1986 Tasselled Cap greenness (aods 2) differendng
REFERENCE
Change

No-change Row Total

Producer’s
Accuracy

User’s
Accuracy

§
%

Change

19

33

52

0.25

0.36

E

No-change

57

181

238

0.84

0.76

1
o

Column
214
290
76
Total
Producer's accuracy = diagonais/bol total
User's accuracy = diagonals/row total
Overall accuracy (sum diagonals/total) = 069

Kappa Coefficient of Agreement s 0.11
Variance of kappa = 0.001
z statistic =3.39
95% confidence intenral for kappa: 0.103 < kappa < 0.110

TatMeB.IO. Error matrix for 1996-1986 Tasselled Cap wetness (axis 3) differencing
REFERENCE
Change

§
§

No-change Row Total

Producer’s
Accuracy

User’s
Accuracy

Change

29

13

42

0.38

0.69

No-change

47

200

247

0.94

0.81

Column
289
76
213
Total
Producer's accuracy = diagonals/icol total
User's accuracy = diagonals/row total
Overall accuracy (sum diagonals/total) = 0.79

1

Kappa Coefficient of Agreement = 0.37
Variance of kappa = 0.002
z statistic = 8.55
95% confidence interval for kappa: 0.369 < kappa < 0.379
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APPENDIX c
BAND STATISTICS BY COVER-TYPE
Land-cover

B»id

Forest

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
NDVl
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
NDVl
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
NDVl
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
NDVl

Pasture

Agriculture

Scrub

Mean pixel value

Standard deviation
1.6127
1.3747
1.6404
13.2467
9.151
0.6973
2.7503
2.7503
3.641667
3.257556
5.350669
16.26611
16.21878
1.739222
6.710669
6.710869
3.679
3.036
4.710867
15.403
12.92433
1.163333
4.577333
4.577333
3.4995
3.246
5.62
16.6465
14.695
2.365
6.409
6.409

59.1597
22.5074
17.2551
79.2138
54.9247
130.5577
14.1547
231.4829
65.53633
27.64578
24.50967
66.46656
74.22156
133.1614
22.799
216.5277
61.6674
25.17367
21.79633
86.552
62.66567
130.434
17.56567
216.2613
66.763
27.12
22.6165
96.61
72.6765
134.4065
20.659
229.9095
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Coefficient of
variation (%)
2.733326
6.117606
9.541604
16.72602
16.67661
0.534237
19.5193
3.420702
5.766766
11.73646
21.40013
16.24
21.77804
1.296593
29.26236
6.963964
6.239416
12.01035
21.35014
17.67131
21.56903
0.691265
27.21465
12.30294
5.07154
11.6975
24.17302
19.50361
20.20315
1.767464
30.90599
7.354519

APPENDIX D
MEAN AND STANDARD ERROR PLOTS

3 -|2.9 - -

1 2.8 - 1

2.7 - -

2.6 - 1
*
1 ZS - 1 2.4 - A2 3 - 2 2 --

AgikuNur#

Snub

Forw t

U m cawr

Figure D.1. Mean ± 1-standard error for triangular p ri^ su rfK e area method t3y
cover-type for band 1

3
2.9

2.8
2.7
2.6
2,5
2.4
2.3

2.2

AgtfcuHur*

Forwt

Pasiur*

Scnib

Lmmd-cowf

Figure D.2. Mean ± 1-standaid error fiortriangular prism sur^ce area mettiod by
cover-type for band 2
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2.9
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4

2-3
Z2
AgifcuHura

Fbm t

PM tura

Scnib

Laatf<OMr

Figure D.3. Mean ± 1-standard error for triangular prism surface area method by
cover-type for t*and 3

2.9
2.6
S 2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3

-t-

2.2

Aaifcuttur*

Favast

PMlura

Senjb

Immd-eowr
Figure D.4. Mean ± 1-standard error for triangular prism sur^oe area method by
cover-type for t>arxl 4
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2.9
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.5
•

2.4
2.3
22

AgricuHura

Paatur*

F aiast

Scrub

LaacKavar

Figure D.5. Mean ± 1-standard error for triangular prism surface area method by
cover-type for band 5
BAND*

I!
22

Agrfcuttura

Fbiast

Pastura

Scnib

Land«a«ar

Figure D.6. Mean ± 1-standard error for triangular prism surface area method by
cover-type for t>and 6
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3
2.9
2-8
2.7

2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3

2.2
AgrfcuNutw

FCMMt

P a M if*

Scnib

Figure D.7. Mean ± 1-standard error for triangular prism surlàoe area method by
cover-type for t»nd 7
EVBOErAnOlfMSC

2.9

Î

28

26
25
24
23
22

AçricxjHurm

F b iM t

P M fe lf*

Scnib

Lamd-eewf
RgureD.8. Mean ± 1-standard error tor triangular prism surface area method t)y
cover-type for NDVl
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1
0.9
0.8
0.7
•
c
5 0.6

i

05
0.4
0.3
05
AgricuHura

FiMMt

PaMura

Scnib

Figure D.9. Mean ± 1-standard error for Moran’s I fay cover-type for band 1

1

oa
0£
0.7
0.6

05
0.4

05
05
Agricultura

Fbiast

Paabiia
la m *c a # a f

Figure D.10. Mean ±1-starKlard error for Moran’s I by CGver-type for band 2
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Scnib

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
Agriculhm

Foraat

Pastura

Scnib

la n d CBsar

Figure D.11. Mean ± 1-standard error for Moran's I by cover-type for band 3

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
05
0.4
05
05
AoftcuNura

Foraat

Paabira

Scnib

Un4«owar

Figure 0.12. Mean ± 1-standard error for Moran's I by oower-type for t>and 4
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M NOC
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0.8
0.7

ê 0.6

0.4

Foraat

Scntb

L#mdcawr
Figure D.13. Mean ± 1 -standard error for Moran’s I by oover-type for band 5
BMOC
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0.7

0.6
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0.4
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Scnib
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Figure D.14. Mean ± 1-standard error for Moran’s I by cover-type for t*and 6
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0.8
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AgricuHun

PbfMt
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Scnib

Land cwwr

Figure 0.15. Mean ± l-standard enor for Moran’s I by oover-type for band 7
EVBQErAnMMieC
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Land«o««r

Figure 0.16. Mean ± 1-standard error for Moran's f by cover-type for NOVI
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Scnib

APPENDIX E
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
AVHRR

Advanced Veiy High Resolution Radkvneter

BCNP

Brauiid Carillo National Paric

D

Dimension (fractal)

ESE

Earth Science Enterprise

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization

GCP

Ground control point

GIS

Geographic Informatidn Systems

GPS

The Glotial Positioning System

HDGC

Human Dimensions of Glotxal Change

[CAMS

Image Characterization and Modeling System

ICSU

International Council of Scientific Unions

IDA

Institute de Desarrallo Agrario

IGBP

International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme

IHDP

International Human Dimensions Program

IHP

International Hydrological Program

ISSC

International Social Science Council

LBA

The Large-Scale Biosptiere-Atmosptiere Experiment in Amazonia

LUCO

Land-use and land-cover change

MPCA

Multi-date Principal Components Analysis

MSS

Multa'spectral Scanner

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NDVI

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NSF

National Science Foundation

GTS

Organization for Tropical Studies

SPOT

Systems Pour l'OI)aervation de la Terre
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SRS

Simple random sampling

TM

Thematic Mapper

UNESCO

United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organization

WCRP

World Climate Research Program

WGS

World Geodetic System

WMO

World Meteorological Organization
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